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ABSTRACT
The clique graph of a graphG is the graph obtained by taking the cliques ofG
as vertices, and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the corresponding cliques
have non-empty intersection. A graph G is self-clique if it is isomorphic to its
clique graph. Clique graphs have been studied for some time. However, not
much is known about self-clique graphs. Self-clique graphs were first introduced
and studied by Escalante [Abh. Math. Sem. Univ. Hamburg 39 (1973) 59-68].
Since then, self-clique graphs have been characterized for some classes of graphs.
Chia [Discrete Math. 212 (2000) 185-189] gave a characterization of connected
self-clique graphs in which all cliques have size two, except for precisely one
clique.
The main objective in this thesis is to characterize all connected self-clique
graphs with given clique sizes. Some known results on the characterizations of
clique graphs and self-clique graphs are presented. We obtain a characterization
for the set of all connected self-clique graphs having all cliques but two of size
2. We also give several results on connected self-clique graphs in which each
clique has the same size k for k = 2 and k = 3.
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ABSTRAK
Graf klik bagi sesuatu graf G diperolehi dengan mengambil klik-klik bagi G
sebagai bucu-bucunya dan dua bucu adalah bersebelahan jika dan hanya jika
klik-klik yang bersepadan dengan bucu-bucu tersebut mempunyai persilangan
tak kosong. Graf G adalah swa-klik jika ia berisomorfisma dengan graf kliknya.
Graf klik telah dikaji untuk sesuatu masa, tetapi tidak banyak yang diketahui
mengenai graf swa-klik. Graf swa-klik mula diperkenalkan dan dikajikan oleh
Escalante [Abh. Math. Sem. Univ. Hamburg 39 (1973) 59-68]. Sejak itu, graf
swa-klik telah dicirikan untuk beberapa kelas graf. Chia [Discrete Math. 212
(2000) 185-189] memberikan pencirian bagi semua graf swa-klik terkait dengan
semua klik mempunyai saiz 2 kecuali satu kliknya yang mempunyai saiz lebih
daripada 2.
Tujuan utama tesis ini adalah mencirikan semua graf swa-klik terkait dengan
saiz klik yang tertentu. Beberapa hasil kajian tentang pencirian graf klik dan
swa-klik yang dikenali dipersembahkan. Pencirian bagi semua graf swa-klik
terkait dengan semua klik mempunyai saiz 2 kecuali dua kliknya yang mem-
punyai saiz lebih daripada 2 diperolehi. Beberapa hasil berkenaan dengan graf
swa-klik terkait dengan setiap kliknya mempunuyai saiz yang sama dengan k,
di mana k = 2 dan k = 3 juga diberikan.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Consider a finite family of non-empty sets. The intersection graph of this family
is obtained by representing each set by a vertex, two vertices being connected
by an edge if and only if the corresponding sets intersect. (See [24] for an
introduction on intersection graphs.) Intersection graphs have received much
attention in graph theory for some time and an early result showed that any
undirected graph may be represented as an intersection graph [34]. Recently,
intersection graphs have received much attention in the study of algorithmic
graph theory and their applications [11, 20, 35]. On the other hand, many
important families of graphs can be described as intersection graphs of more
restricted types of set families. Some well-known special classes of intersection
graphs include interval graphs, chordal graphs, circular-arc graphs, line graphs,
clique graphs, string graphs and so on. There are several papers written on this
subject, dated some sixty years ago. Besides that, two books, [11] and [35],
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appeared recently where intersection graphs play a central role.
There is an intersection graph associated with every graph which depends on
its complete subgraphs. The clique graph of a given graph G is the intersection
graph of the family of maximal complete subgraphs of G. By definition, a graph
G is self-clique if G is isomorphic with its clique graph. The study of clique
graphs begun over 30 years ago [23, 17, 25, 38], but very little is known about
self-clique graphs. Clique graphs were also included in the books [11], [35] and
[36]. The main objective in Chapter 2 is to study some characterizations of
clique graphs.
Self-clique graphs are important in the study of clique graphs and the prob-
lem of characterizing self-clique graphs is one of the main unsolved problems in
graph theory. Indeed, no good characterization of this class of graphs is known.
Self-clique graphs were discovered and studied by Escalante [17] in 1973. Lately,
self-clique graphs have received much attention ([4], [8], [9], [13], [15], [16], [28],
[29], [30], [31]). We will discuss some of these results in Chapter 3.
The idea of constructing self-clique graphs which contain given lists of clique
sizes was first introduced by Escalante [17], who characterized self-clique graphs
in which all cliques have size two. This idea was extended by Chia [13], who
characterized self-clique graphs all of whose cliques have size two, except for
precisely one clique. Recently, Larrio´n et al. gave a characterization of the
self-clique graphs such that at most 3 cliques have more than two vertices in
[30]. The main objective in this thesis is to give some new characterizations of
connected self-clique graphs with given clique sizes.
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In Chapter 4, we present a characterization of connected self-clique graphs
with exactly two cliques of size greater than two. We divide this class of graphs
into six subclasses. The characterization seems to lead to an efficient recognition
algorithm for this class of graphs.
Let G(k) denote the set of all connected self-clique graphs where each clique
is of size k. In the last chapter, we determine (i) all graphs in G(2), (ii) all
4-regular graphs of G(3) and (iii) all those in G(3) in which the degree of any
vertex is at most 4. We also show the existences of 5-regular graphs and 6-
regular graphs in G(3). Further, we examine the existence of graphs in G(3)
whose vertices are of mixed degrees.
In the following section of this chapter, we will present some basic definitions
which will be frequently referred to throughout this thesis. For those terms and
definitions not included here, the reader is referred to [7].
1.2 Basic Definitions
By a graph G = (V,E), we mean a finite non-empty set V = V (G), called the
set of vertices of G, and a finite set E = E(G), called the set of edges of G,
consisting of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V (G). V (G) is also called
the vertex-set of G and E(G) is also called the edge-set of G.
Let u and v be two vertices of G. Any edge e of the form uv is said to join
u and v; the vertices u and v are called the ends of e. In this case, u and v are
said to be adjacent and e is said to be incident to u and v. Two distinct edges
of G are adjacent if they have at least one vertex in common.
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A graph G whose edge-set E(G) is empty is called a null graph and G is
called a complete graph if every two vertices are adjacent in G. A complete
graph with n vertices is denoted by Kn. A triangle is a complete graph with
exactly three vertices.
A bipartite graph is a graph whose vertex-set can be split into two sets X
and Y in such a way that each edge of the graph joins a vertex in X to a vertex
in Y . A complete bipartite graph is a bipartite graph in which each vertex in
X is joined to each vertex in Y by exactly one edge. We denote the complete
bipartite graph by Kr,s where |X| = r and |Y | = s.
A subgraph of G is a graph S = (V (S), E(S)) such that V (S) ⊆ V (G) and
E(S) ⊆ E(G). If V (S) = V (G), then S is called a spanning subgraph of G. If
W ⊆ V (G), then the subgraph induced by W (denoted by G[W ]) is the subgraph
of G whose vertex-set is W and whose edge-set is the set of those edges of G
that have both ends in W . If S is a complete graph, then S is called a complete
subgraph of G.
Two or more edges joining the same pair of vertices are called multiple edges ,
and an edge joining a vertex to itself is called a loop. A graph with neither
loops nor multiple edges is called a simple graph. Throughout this thesis, we
are mainly concerned with simple graphs.
The degree of a vertex v ∈ V (G) is the number of edges incident to v, and is
denoted by d(v). A vertex of degree 0 is called an isolated vertex and a vertex
of degree 1 is called an end vertex . We say that a simple graph G is regular if
all the vertices of G have the same degree. In particular, if the degree of each
vertex is r, then G is regular of degree r.
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Two graphs G and H are said to be isomorphic, written G ∼= H, if there
is a one-to-one mapping φ from V (G) onto V (H) such that xy ∈ E(G) if and
only if φ(x)φ(y) ∈ E(H).
A walk of a graph G, W = v0e1v1e2v2 . . . ekvk, is an alternating sequence of
vertices and edges such that the ends of ei are vi−1 and vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. It
is closed if v0 = vk and is open otherwise. W is called a path if the vertices
v0, v1, . . . , vk are distinct. A cycle on three or more vertices is a simple graph
whose vertices can be arranged in a cyclic sequence in such a way that two
vertices are adjacent if they are consecutive in the sequence, and are nonadjacent
otherwise. Let Pn and Cn denote a path and a cycle on n vertices respectively.
A graph G is connected if every two vertices are joined by a path in G and
it is disconnected otherwise. Any disconnected graph G can be expressed as
a union of a finite number of connected subgraphs. Each of these connected
subgraphs is called a component of G.
5
Chapter 2
Clique Graphs
2.1 Introduction
Let Q be a complete subgraph of G. If Q is not properly contained in any
other complete subgraph of G, then Q is called a maximal complete subgraph of
G. A clique of G is a maximal complete subgraph of G. Let K(G) denote the
set of all cliques of G. Then the clique graph of G, denoted by K(G), is the
graph whose vertex-set is K(G) and two vertices are adjacent in K(G) if and
only if the corresponding cliques have a non-empty intersection. Throughout
this thesis, K(G) always stands for the set of all cliques of G and K(G) to be
the clique graph of G. Henceforth we refrain from mentioning it. On the other
hand, we call G a clique inverse graph of K(G).
Example 2.1 Let G and H be the graphs shown in Figure 2.1. There are
four cliques in the graph G. That is, K(G) = {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}. So V (K(G))
= K(G) and E(K(G)) = {Qi Qj | Qi ∩Qj 6= ∅, i 6= j}. Hence the clique graph
of G is the graph H which is K4, and G is a clique inverse of the graph H.
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Figure 2.1: H is the clique graph of G and G is a clique inverse graph of H
Clique graphs have been considered in a number of articles [23, 17, 25, 38].
A problem of interest, in the context of intersection graph theory and especially
in the study of clique graphs, is to characterize clique graphs of special classes
of graphs. Many questions about clique graphs are still open. Probably one of
the important questions is related to the characterization of clique graphs.
This chapter is a survey of results concerning the characterization and recog-
nition of some classes of clique graphs.
2.2 A General Characterization
A graph G is said to have the Helly property (or is Helly) if for every subset
{Qi | i ∈ I} ⊆ K(G) with Qi ∩ Qj 6= ∅ for all i, j ∈ I, then the total intersection
is non-empty, that is,
⋂
i∈ I Qi 6= ∅. We call such a graph a clique-Helly graph.
Clique-Helly graphs have been introduced in [23] and they have played a central
role in the study of clique graphs.
Example 2.2 Let G be the graph shown in Figure 2.1. Then K(G) =
{Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}. We see that Qi ∩ Qj 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4, and
7
Q1 ∩ Q2 ∩ Q3 ∩ Q4 6= ∅. Thus the graph G satisfies the Helly property
and so G is a clique-Helly graph.
Example 2.3 The graph Z in Figure 2.2 is called the Hajo´s graph. We see
that there are four cliques Q1, Q2, Q3 and Q4 in the Hajo´s graph and Qi ∩ Qj 6=
∅ for all i 6= j. But Q1 ∩ Q2 ∩ Q3 ∩ Q4 = ∅. Hence the Hajo´s graph is not a
clique-Helly graph.
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Figure 2.2: The Hajo´s Graph
In [23], Hamelink posed the following question:
Question 2.1 Given a graph H, is it the clique graph of some graph G? If
it is, how do we find one such graph G?
In the same paper [23], Hamelink found an interesting sufficient condition
for this question. He showed that if H is clique-Helly, then it is the clique graph
of some graph G.
Theorem 2.1 [23] If H is clique-Helly, then H is the clique graph of some
graph G.
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Example 2.4 Let X1, X2 and X3 be the graphs shown in Figure 2.3. We
see that X1, X2 and X3 all satisfy the Helly property. X1 is the clique graph of
X2 and X2 is the clique graph of X3.
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Figure 2.3: K(X2) = X1 and K(X3) = X2
However, the converse of Theorem 2.1 is not true as shown in the following
example.
Example 2.5 [38] Let G and H be the graphs shown in Figure 2.4. Then
H = K(G).
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In the graph H, take {L1, L2, L3} to be a set of cliques of H, where
L1 = {Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9},
L2 = {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q6},
and L3 = {Q3, Q4, Q5, Q8}.
Then
L1 ∩ L2 = {Q6}, L1 ∩ L3 = {Q8}, L2 ∩ L3 = {Q3}.
But L1 ∩ L2 ∩ L3 = ∅. Hence H does not satisfy the Helly property and so
H is not a clique-Helly graph.
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Figure 2.4: H = K(G) but H is not clique-Helly.
In [23], Hamelink gave a method for constructing a graph G having H as its
clique graph, provided the graph H is clique-Helly. We shall call this construc-
tion Method I.
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Method I:
Let V (G) = V (H) ∪ K(H), where K(H) = {Q1, . . . , Qn}.
1. If h ∈ V (H), then hQi ∈ E(G)⇔ h ∈ Qi,
2. QiQj ∈ E(G)⇔ i 6= j and Qi ∩Qj 6= ∅,
3. If h, h′ ∈ V (H) then hh′ 6∈ E(G).
We illustrate this by giving the following example.
Example 2.6 Let H be the graph shown in Figure 2.5. Then K(H) =
{Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}. Moreover Qi ∩ Qj 6= ∅ for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4, and Q1 ∩ Q2 ∩
Q3 ∩Q4 6= ∅. HenceH is a clique-Helly graph. Let V (G) = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h,
Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4}. By using Method 1, we construct the graph G as shown in
Figure 2.5. It is easy to show that the clique graph of G is H.
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Figure 2.5: H is the clique graph of G
On the other hand, Hamelink found the following result which shows the
existence of graphs that are not clique graphs. Some examples are presented in
Example 2.7.
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Theorem 2.2 [23] Any graph H containing a clique Q on 3 vertices {a, b,
c} and 3 other cliques A, B and C such that
V (Q) ∩ V (A) = {a, b},
V (Q) ∩ V (B) = {b, c},
and V (Q) ∩ V (C) = {a, c},
is not the clique graph of any graph.
Example 2.7 The graphs Z2, Z3 and Z4 in Figure 2.6 are called extended
Hajo´s graphs . For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, let Qi, Ai, Bi and Ci be four cliques of the
graphs Zi and let ai, bi and ci be the vertices of the clique Qi, as shown in
Figure 2.6. Then
V (Qi) ∩ V (Ai) = {ai, bi},
V (Qi) ∩ V (Bi) = {bi, ci},
and V (Qi) ∩ V (Ci) = {ai, ci}.
Thus none of these graphs are clique graphs by Theorem 2.2.
Remark : The Hajo´s graph is the smallest graph which is not clique-Helly and
has the property given in Theorem 2.2.
A complete edge cover of a graph G is a collection C of complete subgraphs
of G such that if xy ∈ E(G) then {x, y} is contained in some element of C. A
Helly complete edge cover of G is an complete edge cover of G satisfying the
Helly property.
A necessary and sufficient condition for a graph H to be a clique graph of
some graph G was found by Roberts and Spencer in [38]. The following theorem
is a well-known characterization of clique graphs.
12
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Figure 2.6: Extended Hajo´s Graphs
Theorem 2.3 [38] A graph H is a clique graph if and only if there exists a
Helly complete edge cover of H.
For a graph H that satisfies the condition in Theorem 2.3, we may also
construct a graph G having H as its clique graph by using the following method
which has been restated by Roberts and Spencer in [38] and also by Szwarcfiter
in [40].
Method II:
Let L = {C1, . . . , Cn} be a Helly complete edge cover of a given clique graph
H and h ∈ V (H). Then construct a graph G, with vertex-set V (G) = V (H)∪L,
as follows:
1. hCi ∈ E(G)⇔ h ∈ Ci,
2. CiCj ∈ E(G)⇔ i 6= j and Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅,
3. the graph G contains no other edges.
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Example 2.8 Let X be the graph shown in Figure 2.7. It is easy to check
that X is isomorphic to the graph H in Figure 2.4. Let
C1 = {h1, h2, h3},
C2 = {h1, h2, h6},
C3 = {h3, h4, h5},
C4 = {h4, h5, h8},
C5 = {h6, h7, h9},
C6 = {h7, h8, h9},
C7 = {h2, h3, h4, h6, h7, h8},
and L = {C1, . . . , C7}
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Figure 2.7: X is isomorphic to H in Figure 2.4
Let I = {1, . . . , 7}. Clearly, L is a complete edge cover of X. We see that
⋂
i∈ I Ci = ∅ and there exist some i, j ∈ I such that Ci ∩ Cj = ∅. Therefore, L
is a Helly complete edge cover of X. Hence, X is a clique graph by Theorem 2.3.
Now let a clique inverse graph of X be Y and we construct it by using
Method II. Let V (Y ) = V (X) ∪ L. Then for hi ∈ V (X) and Cj ∈ L,
14
hiCj ∈ E(Y ) precisely when hi ∈ Cj, and for Ci, Cj ∈ L, CiCj ∈ E(Y ) when
i 6= j and Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅. The graph Y is shown in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Y is a clique inverse graph of X in Figure 2.7
A consequence of Theorem 2.3 is that aK4-free graph is a clique graph if and
only if it is clique-Helly. The following theorem might be useful in recognizing
clique graphs.
Theorem 2.4 [22] Let H be a clique graph. If H contains an induced sub-
graph H ′ isomorphic to an extended Hajo´s graph, then H ′ must be contained in
a (not necessarily induced) subgraph of H isomorphic to the graphs A or B of
Figure 2.9.
Recently, Alco´n and Gutierrez [3] proved that deciding whether a given
graph is a clique graph is an NP-complete problem.
Theorem 2.5 [3] Clique graph recognition is NP-complete.
15
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Let G be a graph and T a triangle of G. The extended triangle of G, relative
to T , is the subgraph of G induced by the vertices which form a triangle with
at least one edge of T . Let H be a subgraph of G. A vertex v ∈ V (H) is
universal in H whenever v is adjacent to every other vertex of H. The problem
of whether or not clique-Helly graphs can be recognized in polynomial time has
been mentioned as an open problem by Brandsta¨dt [11] and Prisner [37]. In
[39], Szwarcfiter described a characterization of clique-Helly graphs and it led
to a polynomial time algorithm for recognizing graphs of this class.
Theorem 2.6 [39] A graph G is a clique-Helly graph if and only if every
extended triangle of G has a universal vertex.
The recognition algorithm for clique-Helly graphs follows directly from The-
orem 2.6. Given a connected graph G, for each of its triangles T , find the
extended triangle T ′ relative to T , and verify if T ′ has a universal vertex. G is
clique-Helly if and only if a universal vertex exists for each extended triangle
T ′.
Example 2.9 Let H be the graph shown in Figure 2.10. Let T = {x2, x4,
x6} be one of the triangles in the graph H. Denote an extended triangle of H
16
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Figure 2.10: H is not a clique-Helly graph and K(G) = H
relative to T by T ′ where T ′ is the subgraph obtained from H by deleting the
edge x1x7 from H. It is easy to check that the subgraph T
′ does not contain
any vertex v such that v is adjacent to all the vertices in T ′. This means that
H has an extended triangle T ′ which does not contain any universal vertices.
Thus by Theorem 2.6, H is not a clique-Helly graph.
Since clique-Helly graphs are always clique graphs and they have been char-
acterized by looking at its triangles, Alco´n and Gutierrez [1, 2] presented a
generalized notion of extended triangle which allows a blending of the tech-
niques of Roberts and Spencer [38] and Szwarcfiter [39] as follows.
Lemma 2.1 [1, 2] Let F be a complete edge cover of a graph H and T be a
triangle of H. Let FT = {Ci | Ci ∈ F and Ci ∩ T contains at least two vertices
of T}. A graph H is a clique graph if and only if there exists a complete edge
cover F of H such that for every triangle T of H, ∩Ci 6= ∅ for all Ci ∈ FT .
Example 2.10 Let H be the graph shown in Figure 2.10. Note that there
are 9 triangles in the graph H. For i = 1, . . . , 9, denote the triangles in H by
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Ti as follows:
T1 = {x1, x2, x6}
T2 = {x1, x2, x7}
T3 = {x1, x6, x7}
T4 = {x2, x3, x4}
T5 = {x2, x4, x6}
T6 = {x2, x4, x7}
T7 = {x2, x6, x7}
T8 = {x4, x5, x6}
and T9 = {x4, x6, x7}
Take
C1 = {x1, x2, x7}
C2 = {x1, x6, x7}
C3 = {x2, x4, x6, x7}
C4 = {x2, x3, x4}
and C5 = {x4, x5, x6}
Then F = {C1, C2, C3, C4, C5} is a complete edge cover of the graph H.
Now
FT1 = FT2 = FT3 = FT7 = {C1, C2, C3}
FT4 = {C3, C4}
FT5 = {C3, C4, C5}
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FT6 = {C1, C3, C4}
FT8 = {C3, C5}
and FT9 = {C2, C3, C5}
We see that ∩Ci 6= ∅ for all Ci ∈ FTj , 1 ≤ j ≤ 9. Thus by Lemma 2.1, H is
a clique graph of some graph G. By taking L = {C1, C2, C3, C4, C5} and using
Method II, we construct the graph G which is shown in Figure 2.10.
Besides that, Alco´n and Gutierrez [1] also obtained a new characterization
of clique graphs which does not depend on the property of the Helly complete
edge cover. For a detailed discussion of their results, the reader may refer to [1]
and [2].
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Chapter 3
Self-clique Graphs
3.1 Iterated Clique Graphs
Let G be a graph. Define Ks(G) recursively by K0(G) = G and Ks(G) =
K(Ks−1(G)), s > 0. We call Ks(G) the s-th iterated clique graph of G. The
value of the smallest s such that Ks(G) ∼= G, for some s > 0, is called the period
of G, and the graph G is called a periodic graph of period s. In particular, a
graph G of period 1 is called a self-clique graph, that is K(G) ∼= G.
Example 3.1 Let G denote the graph of Figure 3.1(a). The clique graph
K(G) of G is shown in Figure 3.1(b). Note that the cliques of G are denoted
by Pi and they become the vertices of K(G). On the other hand, the cliques
of K(G) are denoted by Qi. We see that Qi’s form the vertices of the graph G,
that is the clique graph of K(G) is G. Hence we have K2(G) ∼= G and so the
period of G is 2.
Once again, clique-Helly graphs play a central role in the study of iterated
clique graphs. The following theorem is fundamental and its proof provides
20
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Figure 3.1: K2(G) ∼= G
a simple and complete description of the second iterated clique graph of the
clique-Helly graph. For the proof of this theorem, the reader may refer to [17]
and [40].
Theorem 3.1 [17] Let G be a clique-Helly graph. Then K2(G) is an induced
subgraph of G.
The following theorem was found by Hedetniemi and Slater [25].
Theorem 3.2 [25] If G is a triangle-free connected graph with at least three
vertices, then K2(G) ∼= G − {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 1}.
Let G∗ denote the graph obtained by contracting each component of G
which is a complete graph to an isolated vertex. A graph G is said to have
the T1 property if for every two distinct vertices u, v ∈ V (G) with d(u) ≥ 2
and d(v) ≥ 2, there exist Q1, Q2 ∈ K(G) such that u ∈ Q1, v 6∈ Q1 and
u 6∈ Q2, v ∈ Q2. Theorem 3.2 was then generalized by Lim [32] to a wider class
of graphs.
Theorem 3.3 [32] If G is a graph which satisfies the Helly property and the
T1 property, then K
2(G) ∼= G∗ − {v ∈ V (G∗) | d(v) = 1}.
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In [32], Lim proved that if G is a triangle-free connected graph, then G
satisfies the Helly property and the T1 property. Since G is a connected graph,
G ∼= G∗. Thus we have K2(G) ∼= G − {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 1} by Theorem 3.3.
Moreover, if G is a disconnected graph such that each component of G is a
triangle-free graph with at least three vertices, then each component has the
Helly property and the T1 property. Thus G has the Helly property and this
means that Theorem 3.2 is also true if connectedness of G is dropped. So
Theorem 3.3 is a generalization of Theorem 3.2.
3.2 Self-clique Graphs
Clique graphs have been studied for some time. However, not much is known
about self-clique graphs. Self-clique graphs were first introduced and studied
by Escalante [17] in 1973; among others, he proved the existence of both clique-
Helly and non-clique-Helly self-clique graphs, and also that every graph is an
induced subgraph of a clique-Helly self-clique graph. Besides that, Balconi
[5] also has some related results. In [27], Hedman asked if such graphs can
be characterized. Self-clique graphs have also been studied by Escalante and
Toft in [18]. The problem of characterizing self-clique graphs remains open.
However, self-clique graphs have been characterized for some classes of graphs,
like triangle-free graphs [17], graphs with all cliques but one of size 2 [13],
clique-Helly graphs [9, 17, 30] and hereditary clique-Helly graphs [31].
The neighbourhood of a vertex u ∈ V (G) is the set N(u) consisting of all
vertices v ∈ V (G) which are adjacent to u. The closed neighbourhood is N [u] =
N(u) ∪ {u}. If v and w are vertices of G satisfying N [v] = N [w] then v, w are
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twins. If N [v] ⊆ N [w] then v is dominated by w. We say that a vertex v is
dominated only if v is dominated by a different vertex w 6= v.
Theorem 3.4 [17] Let G be a clique-Helly graph. Then G is self-clique if
and only if G has no dominated vertices.
The following is a direct consequence of Theorem 3.4.
Theorem 3.5 [17] Let G be a connected graph whose cliques are all of size
2. Then G is self-clique if and only if G is a cycle of length at least 4.
This result was extended by Chia [13], who characterized self-clique graphs
all of whose cliques have size two, except for precisely one clique. Moreover,
a construction of self-clique graphs under certain condition was also given by
Chia in [14]. We’ll discuss Chia’s results in Section 3.3.
Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be the vertices of a graph G and let K(G) = {Q1, Q2,
. . . , Qm}. The (0, 1)-matrix A = (aij), where aij = 1 if and only if vertex vi
belongs to clique Qj is called a clique matrix of G. A matrix A
′
= (a
′
ij) derived
from A by permuting the columns of A is called a permuted matrix of A. A
matrix is quasi-symmetric if its family of row vectors and family of column
vectors are identical; in particular, every symmetric matrix is quasi-symmetric.
Let G be a graph with the same number of vertices and cliques. A vertex-
clique duality of G is a bijection φ which maps vertices to cliques and cliques
to vertices in such a way that, for v ∈ V (G) and Q ∈ K(G), v ∈ Q if and
only if φ(Q) ∈ φ(v). This notion was introduced under the name self-duality
by Balconi [5].
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In [9], Bondy et al. characterized self-clique graphs which are clique-Helly
in terms of permuted matrices of their clique matrices, and also in terms of the
concept of vertex-clique duality. Their elegant proofs made use of the spectra
of the clique matrices of graphs.
Theorem 3.6 [9] A graph is clique-Helly and self-clique if and only if it has
a quasi-symmetric clique matrix.
Theorem 3.7 [9] A graph is clique-Helly and self-clique if and only if it
admits a vertex-clique duality.
In view of Theorem 3.6, one may ask whether every clique-Helly self-clique
graph has a symmetric clique matrix. Bondy et al. [9] showed that the answer
to this question is no. They showed that the graph in Figure 3.2 is a clique-Helly
and self-clique graph, but it has no symmetric clique matrix by an exhaustive
computer check. Moreover, it is a smallest graph with these properties.
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3.3 Constructions for Self-clique Graphs
The characterization of self-clique graphs does not seem to be an easy problem
although in certain special cases, this may be manageable. In this section, we
will discuss some constructions for self-clique graphs given by Balakrishnan and
Paulraja [4], Chia [13, 14], Bondy et al. [9] and Larrio´n et al. [28, 29].
3.3.1 Balakrishnan and Paulraja’s Construction
A construction for self-clique graphs was given by Balakrishnan and Paulraja
in [4]. We will present their method in this section.
A vertex in a connected graph is a cut-vertex if its removal leaves a discon-
nected graph. A nonseparable graph is a connected, nontrivial graph that has
no cut-vertices. A block of a graph is a maximal nonseparable subgraph. Let
B(G) denote the set of all blocks of G. Then the block graph of G, denoted by
B(G), is the graph whose vertex-set is B(G) and two vertices are adjacent in
B(G) if and only if the corresponding blocks have non-empty intersection. A
vertex that belongs to a unique clique is called unicliqual vertex .
Let H be a block graph such that each vertex belongs to at most two blocks
and let K(H) = {Q1, . . . , Qt} be the set of all cliques of H. Construct a self-
clique graph G as follows:
For each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ t, if Qi ∼= Ks for some s, then let Ti = K1,s. For
all 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ t, Ti and Tj have a unique edge in common if and only if
Qi ∩ Qj 6= ∅ and let T be the union of Ti thus constructed.
For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, let {u1, . . . , uni} and {v1, . . . , vni} denote the sets of unicliqual
vertices in Qi and end vertices of Ti respectively in some ordering. Now we may
25
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Figure 3.3: G1 and G2 are self-clique graphs
join the vertices in H to the vertices in T by using either of the following ways.
(1) For 1 ≤ k ≤ ni, join uk to vk by a path of length at least 1 with
its internal vertices not belonging to H ∪ T and let this path be Pi. Require
further that the paths Pi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t are mutually disjoint. Let P = ⋃ti=1 Pi.
Then G = H ∪ P ∪ T is a self-clique graph.
(2) Instead of joining the unicliqual vertices of Qi with the end vertices of
Ti by paths (as in (1)), one may as well join a unicliqual vertex of Qi to an end
vertex of Tj for i 6= j, by a path Pij of length at least 1. In this case, one must
join a unicliqual vertex of Qj to an end vertex of Ti by a path Pji of length
equal to that of Pij. The resulting graphs would also be self-clique graphs.
Figure 3.3(a) and (b) each shows an example of a graph that can be con-
structed by using method (1) and (2) respectively.
3.3.2 Chia Graphs
In 2000, Chia [13] gave a characterization of the first family of self-clique graphs
in which all cliques have size two, except for precisely one clique. Such graphs
26
are called Chia graphs (see [28]).
Suppose a1, a2, . . . , ap are positive integers. Then the sequence (a1, a2, . . .,
ap) is called the clique size sequence of a graphG if the p elements inK(G) can be
arranged in such a way that the i-th element of K(G) is of size ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , p.
Let Kn denote a complete graph on n vertices and let its vertices be denoted
by v1, v2, . . . , vn. Chia [13] described two families of graphs whose clique size
sequence is (2, . . . , 2, n) where n ≥ 3 as follows:
Family Gr,s:
Let r ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1 be two integers such that 2r+ s = n. Join a new vertex
z to the vertices v1, . . . , vs of Kn and subdivide the new edges zv1, . . . , zvs such
that at most one of them is not subdivided. If r ≥ 1, overlap r cycles C1, . . . , Cr
each of length at least 4 all at the vertex z. Also, for each i = 1, . . . , r, overlap
a duplicate of Ci with Kn at the edge vs+2i−1vs+2i. If r = 0, then the latter two
operations are omitted.
Let Gr,s denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner.
Family Ht,q:
Let t and q be two non-negative integers such that 2t+ q = n− 1. If q = 0,
then overlap t cycles C1, . . . , Ct each of length at least 4 all at the same vertex
v1 of Kn. Also, for each i = 1, . . . , t, overlap a duplicate of Ci with Kn at the
edge v2iv2i+1. Note that in this case, n is odd.
If q ≥ 1, let C∗1 , . . . , C∗q be q cycles each of length at least 4. For each
i = 1, . . . , q, overlap C∗i with Kn at the edge v1vi+1. If t ≥ 1, then overlap t
cycles C1, . . . , Ct each of length at least 4 all at the same vertex v1 of Kn. Also,
for each i = 1, . . . , t, overlap a duplicate of Ci with Kn at the edge vq+2ivq+2i+1.
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If t = 0, then the latter two operations are omitted.
Let Ht,q denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner.
The general drawing of the graphs Gr,s and Ht,q are shown in Appendix A.
Figure 3.4 depicts some examples of self-clique graphs with clique size sequence
(2, . . . , 2, 6). Note that, if we contract all edges in the path joining z and x
in G1 ∈ G0,6 (respectively G2 ∈ G1,4 and G3 ∈ G2,2), so that z and x coincide
to become a single vertex z = x, then this produces the graph G4 ∈ H0,5
(respectively G5 ∈ H1,3 and G6 ∈ H2,1).
Theorem 3.8 [13] Let G be a connected graph whose clique size sequence is
(2, . . . , 2, n), n ≥ 3. Then G is self-clique if and only if G ∈ Gr,s ∪Ht,q where
r, t, q ≥ 0 and s ≥ 1 are integers such that 2r + s = n and 2t+ q = n− 1.
Remark : If G is a graph in Gr,s such that the paths joining the vertex z to the
vertices of Kn have length at least 3, then contracting all the edges of a path
joining z to some vi, i ≤ s, so that z and vi eventually coincide will result in a
graph which is a member of the family Hr,s−1.
3.3.3 Chia-type Graphs
Shortly after publication of [13], a lot of works has been done by many people
in finding the characterization of self-clique graphs. One of these works that
has been done is to generalize Chia graphs [13]. More recently, Larrio´n et al.
have generalized the concept of Chia graphs in [30] and [28].
An automorphism of a graph G is an isomorphism of G onto itself. The
collection of all automorphisms of G forms a group under the composition of
28
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Figure 3.4: Self-clique graphs with clique size sequence (2, . . . , 2, 6)
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mappings. This automorphism group is called the automorphism group of G
and is denoted by Aut(G).
The vertex-clique bipartite graph of a graph G is the graph BK(G) with
vertex-set V (G)∪V (K(G)) and edge-set {vQ | v ∈ V (G), Q ∈ V (K(G)) and v ∈
Q}. If (X,Y ) is a bipartition of BK(G), then X = V (G) and Y = V (K(G)).
A bipartition (X,Y ) of a bipartite graph B is said to be self-dual if there
exists an automorphism σ of B which transforms (X,Y ) into its dual (Y,X) i.e.
σ(X) = Y and σ(Y ) = X. Such a σ is called a self-duality or a part-switching
automorphism of B.
Theorem 3.9 [30] If G is a connected graph, then the following are equiva-
lent:
(1) G is Helly and self-clique.
(2) BK(G) is self-dual.
A connected graph G is said to be involutive if BK(G) has a part switching
involution (automorphism of order 2), i.e. a part-switching automorphism pi ∈
Aut(BK(G)) such that pi2 is an identity. Therefore, if G is involutive, then
BK(G) is self-dual and by Theorem 3.9, G is a Helly self-clique graph.
A large clique is a clique with more than two vertices, and a Chia-Type
graph is a self-clique graph with at most 3 large cliques (see [30]).
Theorem 3.10 [30] Let G be a connected graph such that at most 3 cliques of
G have more than 2 vertices. Then G is self-clique if and only if G is involutive.
The k-th power of a graph G is the graph Gk, whose vertices are those of G,
two of them being adjacent whenever their distance in G is at most k. A graph
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G is called N-Sperner whenever N(v) ⊆ N(w) ⇒ v = w. Let δ(G) denote
the minimum vertex degree of a graph G. The following result characterizes
Chia-type graphs.
Theorem 3.11 [30] Assume that at most 3 cliques of a connected non-trivial
graph G have more than 2 vertices. Then G is self-clique if and only if G ∼=
B2[X] for some connected bipartite graph B satisfying:
(1) B is N-Sperner and has a part switching involution.
(2) δ(B) ≥ 2 and at most 6 vertices have degree greater than 2.
(3) Every hexagon of B has a chord.
By attaching a p-leg to a graph means attaching a path of length p ≥ 0 to
one of the vertices and putting a loop at the free end of the new path (attaching
a 0-leg is just attaching a loop). A lobster graph is any graph G with δ(G) = 2
which is constructed starting with a single vertex x and attaching to x any
number of legs (at least one leg) and any number of cycles all sharing precisely
the vertex x. By a cycle here we mean one with at least 3 vertices, but there can
be a loop at x (at most one) if a 0-leg was attached to it. The strict square of H
is the (necessarily loopless) graph H [2] with V (H [2]) = V (H) and uv ∈ E(H [2])
if and only if the distance between u and v in H is 2.
In [30], Larrio´n et al. gave an alternative characterization of Chia graphs as
follows.
Theorem 3.12 [30] A graph G is a Chia graph if and only if G ∼= H [2] for
some lobster graph H satisfying:
(1) Every cycle in H has even length at least 8.
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(2) If H has a 0-leg, it does not have a 1-leg nor a 2-leg.
(3) If H has a 1-leg, it is unique.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of Chia graph that can be constructed by using
Theorem 3.12.
The Cartesian Product , G1×G2, is the graph where V (G1×G2) = V (G1)×
V (G2) and for v1, w1 ∈ V (G1) and v2, w2 ∈ V (G2), (v1, v2)(w1, w2) ∈ E(G1×G2)
if and only if v1w1 ∈ E(G1) and v2w2 ∈ E(G2). A graph H is good if K2×H ∼=
BK(G) for some involutive self-clique graph G. A possibly loopy graph G is a
graph which is allowed to have at most one loop at each vertex. A graph G is
called N-Helly if the family {N(v) | v ∈ V (G)} has the Helly property.
Theorem 3.13 [28] A graph H is good if and only if it is N-Helly and
N-Sperner.
Theorem 3.14 [30] A graph G is involutive if and only if G ∼= H [2] for some
possibly loopy, good, connected, non-bipartite graph H. In this case, BK(G) ∼=
K2 ×H.
Define the clique-size set of a graph G, to be the set of clique sizes in G,
disregarding multiplicities. For example, a Chia graph has clique-size set {2, p},
for some p ≥ 3. In [28], Larrio´n et al. generalized the concept of Chia graphs by
giving an interpolation type construction, which gives a self-clique graph with
clique-size set {2, 3, 4, . . . , p} for any p ≥ 3.
Consider the graph K1,p and identify each leaf i in K1,p with a vertex in
a given graph Hi and call the resulting graph star(H1, . . . , Hp). Now define
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(b) G ∼= H [2]
Figure 3.5: G is a Chia graph
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S(3) = star(C5, C5, C5) (see Figure 3.6(a)), and recursively generate a sequence
of star graphs as follows:
S(3) = star(C5, C5, C5),
S(n+ 1) = star(S(n), S(n), . . . , S(n)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(n+1)−times
), n ≥ 3
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(a) The star graph S(3)
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(b) S(3)[2]
Figure 3.6: S(3)[2] is self-clique with clique-size set {2, 3}
In S(n + 1), each leaf vertex in the underlying graph K1,n+1 is identified
with the center vertex in S(n). Larrio´n et al. [28] showed that the star graphs
S(p), p ≥ 3 are N -Helly and N -Sperner and so the strict square graph S(p)[2]
is an involutive self-clique graph. The self-clique graph S(3)[2] is shown in
Figure 3.6(b). In general, they gave the following result.
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Theorem 3.15 [28] If H1, . . . , Hp is a family of loopless good graphs, with
δ(Hi) ≥ 2, then star(H1, . . . , Hp) is good.
Figure 3.7 shows an example of a self-clique graph H [2] with clique size set
{2, 3, 4}, where H = star(C5, C7, S(3)).
We conclude this subsection with the following two theorems which were
found by Larrio´n et al. in [28].
Theorem 3.16 [28] For any finite set X = {2, x1, . . . , xp} of distinct inte-
gers, there exists a self-clique graph with clique-size set X.
Theorem 3.17 [28] For any set Y = {l1, . . . , lp} with li ≥ 2, there exist
infinitely many self-clique graphs with clique-size set Y .
3.3.4 Other Constructions
In [14], Chia also gave a construction for disconnected self-clique graphs, and
another construction of self-clique graphs which makes use of those graphs that
have the Helly property and the T1 property.
(I) Suppose H is a graph such that Kn(H) ∼= H, where n ≥ 2, then it is
easy to prove that the graph G = H ∪ K(H) ∪ · · · ∪ Kn−1(H) is a self-clique
graph. In this case, we see that G is a disconnected graph.
(II) Let H be a connected graph without end vertices, and H has the Helly
property and the T1 property. Then by Theorem 3.3, it is not difficult to see
that K2(H) ∼= H. Let w be a vertex in H and let K(w) denote the induced
subgraph of K(H) whose vertex-set is the set of all cliques of H containing w.
Let G1(H) denote the graph obtained by joining a new vertex z to w and to all
35
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(a) The star graph H = star(C5, C7, S(3))
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(b) H [2]
Figure 3.7: H [2] is self-clique with clique-size set {2, 3, 4}
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vertices of K(w) of K(H). This construction is depicted in Figure 3.8 and the
clique graph of G1(H) is shown in Figure 3.9.
eH e        ````````w z K(H)&%
'$
K(w)
Figure 3.8: The graph G1(H)
K(H)&%
'$
K(w) e````````         K(w) ∪ {z}
{w, z} e
K2(H) ∼= H
Figure 3.9: The graph K(G1(H))
Theorem 3.18 [14] Let H be a connected graph without end vertices. Sup-
pose H has the Helly property and the T1 property. Then G1(H) is a connected
self-clique graph.
Example 3.2 Let H denote the graph of Figure 3.10(a). Since H is triangle-
free, it has the Helly property and the T1 property. Hence we have K
2(H) ∼= H.
The clique graph K(H) of H is shown in Figure 3.10(b). Note that the cliques
of H are denoted by Qi and they become the vertices of K(H). Now, the
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graph G1(H) is shown in Figure 3.10(c). It is easy to verify that this graph is
self-clique.
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Figure 3.10: K2(H) ∼= H and G1(H) is self-clique
In [14], Chia posed the following question which remains open.
Question 3.1 Suppose H is a connected graph such that Kn(H) ∼= H for
some n ≥ 3 and that Ki(H) 6∼= H for 1 ≤ i < n. How could one join up the n
graphs H, K(H), . . . , Kn−1(H) so as to obtain a connected self-clique graph?
Let g(G) denote the girth of a graph G, that is, the length of the shortest
cycle of G, if any. Examples of connected self-clique graphs which are not clique-
Helly were given by Escalante [17], while in [9], Bondy et al. have described two
new classes of self-clique graphs which are clique-Helly. The following theorem
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was found by Bondy et al. which was also independently found by Larrio´n et
al..
Theorem 3.19 [9, 28, 30] Let G be a graph, where δ(G) ≥ 2 and g(G) ≥
6k + 1, k ≥ 1. Then G2k is a clique-Helly self-clique graph.
The authors claimed that Theorem 3.19 is best possible in the following
sense: if either δ(G) < 2 or g(G) < 6k + 1, then G2k is not necessarily a self-
clique graph. A graph G formed by a cycle graph C7 on 7 vertices, together with
an additional vertex adjacent exactly to one vertex of the cycle is an example
where the degree condition of Theorem 3.19 fails, while the girth condition is
satisfied for k = 1. However G2 is not self-clique. On the other hand, a cycle
graph C6 on 6 vertices is an example of a graph where the degree condition is
satisfied for k = 1, the girth condition fails and C26 is not a self-clique graph.
Figure 3.11 shows two examples of self-clique graphs that satisfy the conditions
of Theorem 3.19.
The second class of self-clique graphs of Bondy et al. [9] is introduced based
on the following expansion operation.
Let G be a graph and S a set of vertices of G. The expansion of G relative to
S is the graph H obtained from G by iteratively replacing each vertex v ∈ S by
a clique Q(v) of size dG(v) and making each w ∈ Q(v) adjacent in H to exactly
one neighbour of v in G, these neighbours being distinct (see Figure 3.12) .
Q(v) is called the expanded clique at v.
Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (X,Y ), where X = {x1, . . . , xm}
and Y = {y1, . . . , yn}. The reduced adjacency matrix of G is the m × n (0, 1)-
matrix B = (bij), where bij = 1 if and only if xiyj ∈ E(G).
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Figure 3.11: G21 and G
2
2 are self-clique graphs
Theorem 3.20 [9] Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartition (X,Y ), admit-
ting a symmetric reduced adjacency matrix. Then the expansion of G relative
to Y is a clique-Helly self-clique graph.
Example 3.3 [9] Let G denote the graph of Figure 3.12(a). Let Y =
{y1, y2, y3} be a set of vertices of G. Replace vertices y1, y2 and y3 by cliques
Q(y1) = {y11, y12}, Q(y2) = {y21, y22, y23} and Q(y3) = {y31, y32} respectively.
For each w ∈ Q(yi), w is adjacent to exactly one neighbour of yi for i = 1, 2, 3,
as shown in Figure 3.12(b), where H is the expansion graph of G relative to Y .
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We see that the reduced adjacency matrix of G is B =

1 1 0
1 1 1
0 1 1

which
satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.20. Hence the graph H is a clique-Helly
self-clique graph.
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Figure 3.12: H is the expansion of G and H is a clique-Helly self-clique graph.
Let G be a graph. We subdivide a graph G by inserting a new vertex of
degree 2 into each edge of G and let S be a set of all inserted new vertices.
If G˜ is the subdivision of G, then G˜ is bipartite and has a natural bipartition
(X,Y ) = (V (G), S). Note that, every vertex in S has degree 2.
Let G1 and G2 be any two disjoint graphs. Take G1 and add three extra
vertices {x1, y1, z1}, make x1 adjacent to every vertex in G1∪{y1, z1} and make
y1 adjacent to every vertex in G1 ∪ {x1, z1}. Call the resulting graph G′1. Now
subdivide G
′
1 to obtain G
′′
1 . Do the same to G2 with three other extra vertices
{x2, y2, z2} to obtain G′2 and then subdivide it to get G′′2 . Then G′′1 and G′′2 are
connected, triangleless (therefore Helly) and without dominated vertices. The
only maximal-degree vertices in G
′′
i are the extra xi and yi, so any isomorphism
G
′′
1 → G′′2 induces an isomorphism G′1 → G′2 and so G1 ∼= G2.
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Define a new graph G12 by V (G12) = V (G
′′
1) ∪ V (K(G′′2)) and E(G12) =
E(G
′′
1) ∪ E(K(G′′2)) ∪ {z1Q | Q ∈ V (K(G′′2)) and z2 ∈ Q}. This is just the
disjoint union of G
′′
1 and K(G
′′
2) plus 2 specific edges. Larrio´n et al. [29] proved
that the graph G12 obtained in this manner is self-clique if G1 ∼= G2.
Theorem 3.21 [29] Given any two graphs G1 and G2, construct G12 as
above. If G1 and G2 are isomorphic, then G12 is self-clique.
Example 3.4 Let G1 and G2 be the complete graphs K2. Without loss of
generality, let G ∼= G1 ∼= G2 be the graph shown in Figure 3.13(a). Construct
the graph G
′
by adding three extra vertices {x, y, z} to the graph G. Further,
let x be adjacent to a, b, y, z and y be adjacent to a, b, x, z (Figure 3.13(b)). Now
replace each edge of G
′
by a new path of length 2 and denote the graph obtained
in this manner by G
′′
(Figure 3.13(c)). The cliques of G
′′
are denoted by Qi.
The clique graph of G
′′
, K(G
′′
) is shown in Figure 3.13(d). Construct the graph
G12 by V (G12) = V (G
′′
) ∪ V (K(G′′)) and E(G12) = E(G′′) ∪ E(K(G′′)) ∪
zQ15 ∪ zQ16. Hence, by Theorem 3.21, G12 is self-clique.
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Chapter 4
On Self-clique Graphs With
Given Clique Sizes
4.1 Introduction
Let G be a connected graph and let Q be a clique in G. Recall that Q is called
a large clique if it is of size at least 3, otherwise it is called a small clique. Any
clique in G which has a non-empty intersection with Q is called a neighboring
clique of Q.
The set of all connected self-clique graphs with only one large clique has
been determined in [13]. The set of all connected self-clique graphs having at
most three large cliques has been determined in [30]. In this chapter, we present
a characterization of the set of all connected self-clique graphs having precisely
two large cliques. The result is stated in Theorem 4.1 while the proof is given in
Section 4.3. The approach adopted here tends to be more elementary, describing
directly in terms of graphs all the self-clique graphs with only two large cliques,
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and giving a way to construct them in a systematic way. It is known that
the problem of recognizing self-clique graphs is isomorphism-complete (see [9]
and [29]). However, the characterization presented in this chapter seems to
lead to an efficient algorithm for recognizing self-clique graphs with only two
large cliques. Perhaps it should also be reminded that, although this family of
graphs is a subfamily of the family described in [30], it has the advantage that
the characterization says precisely the subset with exactly two large cliques.
It might be possible to simplify the proofs using some previously known
results (such as the matrix characterizations of [9] or some known results in
[30]) but we feel that it is more appropriate to do this elsewhere since it involves
an entirely different approach.
Alternatively, we may describe this in a different way. Let G(m,n) de-
note the family of all connected self-clique graphs whose clique-size sequence is
(2, . . . , 2,m, n) where m,n ≥ 3. The purpose of this chapter is to determine
G(m,n).
4.2 The Theorem
In this section, we shall describe six families of connected self-clique graphs
whose clique size sequence is (2, . . . , 2,m, n) where m,n ≥ 3.
Let G be a graph. By a pure path in G, we mean a path in G whose internal
vertices (if any) are of degree 2. A pure path in G is said to be broken if one of
its ends is an end vertex.
Let Km and Kn denote the complete graphs onm and n vertices respectively
and m,n ≥ 3. Let the vertices of Km and Kn be x1, x2, . . . , xm and y1, y2, . . . , yn
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respectively.
F(1) Let q, r, s1, s2, t1, t2 ≥ 0 be some integers such that q+r+s1+2t1 = m
and q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n where q + r ≥ 1.
(a) If s1 ≥ 1 (respectively s2 ≥ 1), join a new vertex x (respectively y)
to the vertices x1, . . . , xs1 of Km (respectively y1, . . . , ys2 of Kn) and subdivide
the new edges xx1, . . . , xxs1 (respectively yy1, . . . , yys2) such that at most one
of them is not subdivided.
If s1 = 0 (respectively s2 = 0), then the operation (a) is omitted.
(b) If q ≥ 1, join x to y with q multiple edges and subdivide these q edges
such that at most one of them is not subdivided and obtain q pure paths from
x to y. In the event that one of these pure paths is not subdivided, then all the
other q − 1 pure paths from x to y are of length at least 3. If q = 1, then such
restriction is omitted. Let these pure paths (from x to y) be denoted F1, . . . , Fq.
For every pure path Fi of length fi from x to y obtained in this way, we add
a pure path F ′i of length fi − 1 joining the vertex xi+s1 to the vertex yq+1−i+s2
for i = 1, 2, . . . , q. Note that there is at most one i for which fi = 1. In such
case, let i = 1 and identify the two vertices x1+s1 and yq+s2 into a single vertex.
If q = 0, then the operation (b) is omitted.
(c) If t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1), overlap t1 cycles C1, . . . , Ct1 (respectively
t2 cyclesD1, . . . , Dt2) each of length at least 4 all at the vertex x (respectively y).
Also for each i = 1, 2, . . . , t1 (respectively i = 1, 2, . . . , t2), overlap a duplicate of
Ci (respectively Di) with Km (respectively Kn) at the edge xq+s1+2i−1xq+s1+2i
(respectively yq+s2+2i−1yq+s2+2i).
If t1 = 0 (respectively t2 = 0), then the operation (c) is omitted.
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(d) If r ≥ 1, join x (respectively y) to yq+1+s2+2t2 , . . . , yq+r+s2+2t2 (re-
spectively xq+1+s1+2t1 , . . . , xq+r+s1+2t1) and subdivide the edges xyq+1+s2+2t2 ,
. . . , xyq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively yxq+1+s1+2t1 , . . . , yxq+r+s1+2t1) such that at most
one of them is not subdivided. We further require that the length of the pure
path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 to be equal to the length of the pure path from y to
xq+i+s1+2t1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , r.
If r = 0, then the operation (d) is omitted.
Write s = (s1, s2) and t = (t1, t2) and let G1(q, r; s, t) denote the set of all
graphs obtained in this manner. In the event that s1 + s2 = 0, then we require
that q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 1. Figure 4.1 depicts some graphs in G1(q, r; s, t).
F(2) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) and suppose q, r, s = (s1, s2) and t = (t1, t2) are
such that q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m, q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n, q + r ≥ 1 and s1 ≥ 1.
If s1 = 1 , contract all edges in the pure path joining x and x1 so that x
and x1 coincide to become a single vertex x = x1. If s1 ≥ 2, assume further
that the pure path from x to xi has length at least 3 for i = 2, . . . , s1. Again
contract all edges in the pure path joining x and x1 so that x and x1 coincide to
become a single vertex x = x1. We further require that if there is a pure path
Fj from x to y of length 1, then all the pure paths from xq+i+s1+2t1 to y and
from yq+i+s2+2t2 to x, i = 1, . . . , r must be of length at least 2. Let G2 denote
the resulting graph. Note that in such edge contraction, the pure path from x
to xi in G1 gives rise to a cycle C
∗
i in G2 which overlaps with Km at the edge
x1xi, i = 2, . . . , s1.
Let G2(q, r; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Here,
notice that s′ = (s′1, s
′
2), where s
′
1 = s1 − 1 ≥ 0, s′2 = s2 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are
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q = 0, r = 3, s = (1, 2), t = (1, 0)
Figure 4.1: Some graphs in G1(q, r; s, t)
such that q + r + s′1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q + r + s′2 + 2t2 = n, q + r ≥ 1. Figure 4.2
depicts some graphs in G2(q, r; s, t).
F(3) Let G3 ∈ G2(q, r; s′, t) where q, r, s′ = (s′1, s′2) and t = (t1, t2) are such
that q + r + s′1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q + r + s′2 + 2t2 = n, r ≥ 1.
If r = 1, contract all edges in the pure path joining x and yq+1+s2+2t2 (re-
spectively y and xq+1+s1+2t1) so that they coincide to become a single vertex
x = yq+1+s2+2t2 (respectively y = xq+1+s1+2t1). If r ≥ 2, assume further that the
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q = 1, r = 1, s = (1, 2), t = (1, 1)
Figure 4.2: Some graphs in G2(q, r; s, t)
pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1) has length at least
3 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Again contract all edges in the pure path joining x and
yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1) so that they coincide to become a
single vertex x = yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1). We further require
that all the pure paths Fi from x to y must be of length at least 3 (and as such
all the pure paths F ′i must be of length at least 2). In addition, all the pure
paths from y to yj, j = 1, . . . , s2 must be of length at least 2. Let G4 denote the
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resulting graph. Note that the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to
xq+i+s1+2t1) in G3 gives rise to a cycle Ei in G4 which overlap Kn (respectively
Km) at the edge xyq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively yxq+i+s1+2t1) for i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Let G3(q, r′; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice
that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s′ = (s′1, s′2), s′1, s′2 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such that
q + r′ + s′1 + 2t1 = m − 2, q + r′ + s′2 + 2t2 = n − 1. Figure 4.3 depicts some
graphs in G3(q, r; s, t).
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q = 0, r = 1, s = (1, 0), t = (1, 2)
Figure 4.3: Some graphs in G3(q, r; s, t)
F(4) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) and assume that s1, s2 ≥ 1. Contract the edges
in the pure path joining x and x1 (respectively y and y1) so that x and x1
(respectively y and y1) coincide to become a single vertex x = x1 (respectively
y = y1). In the event that s1 ≥ 2 (respectively s2 ≥ 2), then assume further
that the pure path from x to xi (respectively y to yj) has length at least 3 for
i = 2, . . . , s1 (respectively j = 2, . . . , s2). We further require that the pure path
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Fj from x to y must be of length at least 2. Let G5 denote the resulting graph.
As in case F(2), note that the pure path from x to xi (respectively y to yj) in G1,
becomes a cycle C∗i (respectivelyD
∗
j ) inG5 which overlaps withKm (respectively
Kn) at the edge x1xi, i = 2, . . . , s1 (respectively y1yj, j = 2, . . . , s2).
Let G4(q, r; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice
that s′ = (s′1, s
′
2) where s
′
1 = s1− 1 ≥ 0, s′2 = s2− 1 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such
that q + r + s′1 + 2t1 = m − 1, q + r + s′2 + 2t2 = n − 1, q + r ≥ 1. Figure 4.4
depicts some graphs in G4(q, r; s, t).
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q = 1, r = 0, s = (1, 1), t = (1, 2)
Figure 4.4: Some graphs in G4(q, r; s, t)
F(5) Let G1 ∈ G1(q, r; s, t) be such that r ≥ 1. Impose the same con-
dition set in F(1)(d) to the pure paths joining x to yq+i+s2+2t2 and joining y
to xq+i+s1+2t1 , i = 1, 2, . . . , r. Contract the edges in the pure path joining x
and yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1) so that x and yq+r+s2+2t2 (re-
spectively y and xq+r+s1+2t1) coincide to become a single vertex x = yq+r+s2+2t2
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(respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1). In the event that r ≥ 2, then assume further that
the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1) has length at
least 3 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. We further require that the pure path Fj from x
to y must be of length at least 2. Let G6 denote the resulting graph. Note
that the pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1) in G1,
becomes a cycle Ei in G6 which overlaps with Kn (respectively Km) at the edge
yq+r+s2+2t2yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively xq+r+s1+2t1xq+i+s1+2t1), i = 1, . . . , r − 1.
Let G5(q, r′; s, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice
that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s = (s1, s2), s1, s2 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such that
q+ r′+ s1+2t1 = m− 1, q+ r′+ s2+2t2 = n− 1. In the event that s1+ s2 = 0,
then we require that q ≥ 1. Figure 4.5 depicts some graphs in G5(q, r; s, t).
F(6) Let G7 ∈ G4(q, r; s′, t) where q, r, s′ = (s′1, s′2) and t = (t1, t2) are such
that q + r + s′1 + 2t1 = m− 1, q + r + s′2 + 2t2 = n− 1, r ≥ 1 and s′1, s′2 ≥ 0.
Contract all edges in the pure path joining x and yq+r+s2+2t2 (respectively y
and xq+r+s1+2t1) so that they coincide to become a single vertex x = yq+r+s2+2t2
(respectively y = xq+r+s1+2t1). In the event that r ≥ 2, then assume that the
pure path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1) has length at least
3 for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Let G8 denote the resulting graph. Note that the pure
path from x to yq+i+s2+2t2 (respectively y to xq+i+s1+2t1) in G7 gives rise to a
cycle Ei in G8 which overlaps withKn (respectivelyKm) at the edge xyq+i+s2+2t2
(respectively yxq+i+s1+2t1) for i = 1, . . . , r − 1. Also, we assume that the pure
path Fi from x to y has length at least 3 for each i = 1, . . . , q. As such each
pure path F
′
i has length at least 2.
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q = 0, r = 2, s = (1, 3), t = (1, 0)
Figure 4.5: Some graphs in G5(q, r; s, t)
Let G6(q, r′; s′, t) denote the set of all graphs obtained in this manner. Notice
that r′ = r − 1 ≥ 0, s′ = (s′1, s′2), s′1, s′2 ≥ 0 and t = (t1, t2) are such that
q+ r′ + s′1 +2t1 = m− 2 and q+ r′ + s′2 +2t2 = n− 2. Figure 4.6 depicts some
graphs in G6(q, r; s, t).
The general drawings of the graphs Gi(q, r; s, t) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 are shown in
Appendix A.
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q = 1, r = 1, s = (1, 2), t = (1, 1)
Figure 4.6: Some graphs in G6(q, r; s, t)
Theorem 4.1 Let G be a connected graph whose clique size sequence is (2, . . . , 2,
m, n) where m,n ≥ 3. Then G is self-clique if and only if G ∈ Gi(q, r; s, t) for
some 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
4.3 Proof of Theorem 1
Let G denote a graph. Throughout this section, let ϕ be a mapping from K(G)
onto V (K(G)) such that for any two cliques Q1, Q2 ∈ K(G), ϕ(Q1)ϕ(Q2) ∈
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E(K(G)) if and only if Q1 ∩Q2 6= ∅. By the action of ϕ on K(G), it means the
operation of forming the clique graph K(G) of G.
Sufficiency
This is by direct verification. To help go through this verification, some
observations are in order.
Let G ∈ G1(q, r; s, t).
(i) The vertex x (respectively y) in G is such that there are precisely m
(respectively n) cliques in G each of size 2 which contain the vertex x (respec-
tively y). Under the action of ϕ, these m (respectively n) cliques are mapped
to m (respectively n) vertices which form a clique K∗m of size m (respectively
K∗n of size n) in K(G). The two cliques K
∗
m and K
∗
n in K(G) correspond to the
two cliques Km and Kn in G.
(ii) On the other hand, the clique Km (respectively Kn) in G is such
that each of its vertices, with at most one exception, is adjacent to precisely
one other distinct vertex of G giving precisely m (respectively n) cliques all
but at most one of size 2. Under the action of ϕ, the clique Km (respectively
Kn) is mapped to a vertex, called X (respectively Y ), in K(G) and those m
(respectively n) cliques adjacent to Km (respectively Kn) are mapped to m
(respectively n) vertices in K(G) each adjacent to X (respectively Y ). The
vertex X (respectively Y ) in K(G) together with its neighbors correspond to
the vertex x (respectively y) in G.
(iii) Suppose t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1). Consider those cycles Ci,
i = 1, . . . , t1 (respectively Dj, j = 1, . . . , t2) which overlap at the vertex x
(respectively y) inG. Under the action of ϕ, each Ci (respectivelyDj) is mapped
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to a cycle of the same length in K(G) which overlaps with K∗m (respectively
K∗n) at an edge.
As for those duplicate cycles Ci, i = 1, . . . , t1 (respectively Dj, j = 1, . . . , t2)
which overlap with Km (respectively Kn) at an edge in G, the action of ϕ maps
each of these Ci (respectively Dj) to a cycle of the same length in K(G) which
overlap at the vertex X (respectively Y ).
(iv) Suppose q ≥ 1. The action of ϕ maps the pure path Fi (from x to y
in G) of length fi, i = 1, . . . , q to a pure path (from a vertex in K
∗
m to a vertex
in K∗n in K(G)) of length fi − 1. On the other hand, the action of ϕ maps the
cliques Km and Kn and the pure path F
′
i (from a vertex in Km to a vertex in
Kn in G) of length fi − 1 to a pure path (from X to Y in K(G)) of length fi.
(v) Suppose r ≥ 1. Recall that, in the graph G, for each pure path P1
from x to a vertex in Kn, there is a pure path P2 (having the same length as P1)
from y to a vertex in Km and conversely. Under the action of ϕ, P1 (respectively
P2) is mapped to P
∗
2 (respectively P
∗
1 ) in K(G) where P
∗
2 (respectively P
∗
1 ) is a
pure path from a vertex in K∗m to the vertex Y (respectively from a vertex in
K∗n to the vertex X) and having the same length as P1 (respectively P2).
(vi) Suppose s1 ≥ 1 (respectively s2 ≥ 1). The action of ϕ maps any pure
path from x to a vertex in Km (respectively from y to a vertex in Kn) in G to a
pure path of the same length from a vertex in K∗m to the vertex X (respectively
from a vertex in K∗n to the vertex Y ) in K(G).
Putting all the observations (i) - (vi) together, it follows thatG ∈ G1(q, r; s, t)
is self-clique with clique size sequence (2, . . . , 2,m, n) for some m,n ≥ 3.
The case G ∈ Gi(q, r; s, t), i ≥ 2 is treated in a similar way.
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Necessity
Since G ∈ G(m,n), G contains two cliques Km and Kn. Moreover, since
G ∼= K(G), there exist cliques Q1, . . . , Qm (respectively R1, . . . , Rn) in G which
form the vertices of a clique K∗m of size m (respectively K
∗
n of size n) in K(G).
As such, Qi ∩Qj 6= ∅ (respectively Ri ∩Rj 6= ∅) for every i 6= j.
In fact, since all cliques in G other than Km and Kn are of size 2, we see
that
m⋂
i=1
Qi = {x} and
n⋂
j=1
Rj = {y} (4.1)
for some vertices x and y in G and x 6= y.
Furthermore, since G ∼= K(G), there exist m cliques Q∗1, . . . , Q∗m and n
cliques R∗1, . . . , R
∗
n in K(G) such that
m⋂
i=1
Q∗i = {x∗} and
n⋂
j=1
R∗j = {y∗} (4.2)
where x∗ and y∗ are two vertices in K(G) such that x∗ 6= y∗.
We shall show that the two large cliques in G have at most two vertices in
common.
(L1) Suppose |Km ∩Kn| = k. Then k ≤ 2.
Since G ∼= K(G), we have, inK(G), |K∗m∩K∗n| = k so thatK∗m∩K∗n contains
a complete subgraph on k vertices. In view of this, we may assume (without
loss of generality) that Qi = Ri for i = 1, . . . , k.
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If the above statement is not true, then k ≥ 3. But then this implies that
there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that Qi = K2 = Ri and we have ∩kj=1Qj = {x} and
∩kj=1Rj = {x}, a contradiction to (4.1). 2
(L2) Let z be a vertex in Km (respectively Kn) such that z is neither in
{x, y} nor in Km ∩Kn. Then z is adjacent to at most one vertex in G− (Km ∪
Kn).
If there are two vertices z1 and z2 in G−Km (respectively G−Kn) that are
both adjacent to z, then z1 and z2 are not adjacent in G because G contains
no triangle other than those in Km ∪ Kn. Under the action of ϕ, Km, {z1, z}
and {z2, z} give rise to a triangle in K(G). However, this is impossible because
any triangle in K(G) must be contained in K∗m ∪K∗n. Hence any vertex in Km
(respectively Kn) is adjacent to at most one vertex in G− (Km ∪Kn). 2
Suppose v is a vertex in G (respectivelyK(G)). Let β(v) (respectively β∗(v))
denote the number of small cliques containing v in G (respectivelyK(G)). Since
there are at most two large cliques containing x (respectively y), we see that
m− 2 ≤ β(x) ≤ m (respectively n− 2 ≤ β(y) ≤ n).
(L3) Let Q be a clique in G. Then ϕ(Q) = x∗ (respectively ϕ(Q) = y∗)
only if Q is Km (respectively Kn) unless m = n (in which case we have either
ϕ(Km) = x
∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ or else ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗).
To see that the above statement is true, suppose ϕ(Q) = x∗ and ϕ(R) = y∗.
Suppose β(x) = m−t1 and β(y) = n−t2 where 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ 2 and m 6= n. Since
β∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y), we see that x∗ (respectively y∗) is contained
in m− t1 (respectively n− t2) small cliques in K(G).
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Note that
(O1) x (respectively y) is contained in Km ∪ Kn if and only if t1 ≥ 1
(respectively t2 ≥ 1). Equivalently, x∗ (respectively y∗) is contained in K∗m∪K∗n
if and only if t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1).
Note also that
(O2) ϕ(Qi) is in K
∗
m and ϕ(Rj) is in K
∗
n.
In view of (O1) and (O2), it follows that if t1 = 0, then ϕ(Q) = x
∗ implies
that Q is either Km or Kn. Likewise, if t2 = 0, then ϕ(R) = y
∗ implies that R
is either Km or Kn.
Similarly, if t1 ≥ 1 (respectively t2 ≥ 1), then ϕ(Q) = x∗ implies that Q
(respectively R) is Km, Kn or the Qi’s (respectively Rj’s).
Now we shall show that neither Q nor R can be a small clique.
Assume on the contrary that Q = Qr for some 1 ≤ r ≤ m and that Qr is a
small clique. Now, this implies that x∗ is a vertex on the clique K∗m in K(G).
Let Q′ be a neighboring clique of Qr and Q′ is not any of the Qi’s. Then
clearly, ϕ(Q′) is adjacent to x∗. There are two cases to consider. In each case,
we shall show that β∗(x∗) ≤ 1 which yields a contradiction (since β∗(x∗) =
β(x) = m− t1) unless m = 3 and t1 = 2.
Case (i): Q′ is a small clique Rj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ n
In this case, ϕ(Q′) is a vertex on K∗n. If x
∗ is not adjacent to other vertices
of K∗n in K(G), then β
∗(x∗) = 1. If x∗ is adjacent to another vertex in K∗n, then
x∗ is a vertex in K∗n, in which case, β
∗(x∗) = 0.
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Case (ii): Q′ 6= Rj for any 1 ≤ j ≤ n
In this case, since K∗m and K
∗
n are the only two large cliques in K(G), we
see that ϕ(Q′) is the only vertex, other than those in K∗m, that is adjacent to
x∗ in K(G). Consequently, we have β∗(x∗) = 1.
Similarly, R is not a small clique Rr, for any 1 ≤ r ≤ n, unless n = 3 and
t2 = 2.
Now, consider the case m = 3 = n and t1 = 2 = t2. In this case, both x and
y are contained in the two large cliques Km and Kn. Consequently, Km ∩Kn =
{x, y} by (L1). Hence we may assume that Qi = Ri where i = 1, 2. Then, under
the action of ϕ, we see that ϕ(Q1), ϕ(Q2), ϕ(Q3) and ϕ(Q1), ϕ(Q2), ϕ(R3) each
form a large clique of size 3 in K(G). Clearly these two large cliques share a
common edge ϕ(Q1)ϕ(Q2). Hence neither ϕ(Q3) nor ϕ(R3) can be x
∗. Therefore
ϕ(Km) = x
∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ (or equivalently ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗) in
this case.
Hence, we have {Q,R} = {Km, Kn}.
Suppose on the contrary that ϕ(Kn) = x
∗. Then ϕ(Km) = y∗. Since m 6= n,
we may assume that m < n.
Recall that β∗(x∗) = m− t1 and β∗(y∗) = n− t2. Moreover t1 ≥ 1 (respec-
tively t2 ≥ 1) if and only if x (respectively y) is in Km ∪Kn (by (O1)).
We assert that t1 = 0 = t2.
To see this, we need to show that neither x nor y is in Km ∪Kn.
Suppose z ∈ {x, y}. Because ϕ(Km) = y∗ and ϕ(Kn) = x∗, we see that
(O3) z in Km implies that y
∗ is in K∗m if z is x (respectively in K
∗
n if z is
y), and
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(O4) z in Kn implies that x
∗ is in K∗m if z is x (respectively in K
∗
n if z is y).
(i) Suppose y is in Km. Then by (O3), y
∗ is in K∗n and this implies that y
is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). Hence y is in Km ∩Kn. By (O4), x∗ is in K∗n
and hence x is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). But then, by (O4) again, x∗ is in
K∗m and hence x is in Km ∩Kn. Therefore t1 = 2 = t2. Since ϕ(Km) = y∗, we
see that Km has n − t2 neighboring small cliques, other than those containing
x and y, a contradiction to (L2) (because m < n).
(ii) Suppose y is in Kn. Then by (O4), x
∗ is in K∗n and this implies that
x is in Kn (because K(G) ∼= G). By (O4) again, x∗ is in K∗m and hence x is
in Km ∩ Kn. By (O3), y∗ is in K∗m and hence y is in Km ∩ Kn. Therefore
t1 = 2 = t2. As in (i) above, we see that Km has n − t2 neighboring small
cliques, other than those containing x and y, a contradiction to (L2) (because
m < n).
If x is in Km ∪Kn, then argue in a similar way as in (i) and (ii) above, we
will obtain a contradiction. This proves the assertion.
Since t1 = 0 = t2 and ϕ(Km) = y
∗, we see that Km has n neighboring small
cliques, a contradiction to (L2).
This completes the proof. 2
In the rest of the arguments, by K(G) ∼= G we mean ϕ is an isomorphism
between G and K(G).
(L4) Suppose β(x) = m− 2. Then β(y) ≤ n− 1. Likewise if β(y) = n− 2,
then β(x) ≤ m− 1.
To see this, suppose on the contrary that β(x) = m−2 and β(y) = n. Then
x is in Km∩Kn and y is not in Km∪Kn. Since ϕ(Km) = x∗ and ϕ(Kn) = y∗ (by
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(L3)), we see that x∗ and y∗ are contained in K∗m. But this is a contradiction
because K(G) ∼= G. Hence β(y) ≤ n − 1. Similarly, if β(y) = n − 2, then
β(x) ≤ m− 1. 2
(L5) Let z be a vertex in Km (respectively Kn) such that z is neither in
{x, y} nor in Km ∩Kn.
(i) If Km ∩Kn = ∅, then z is adjacent to precisely one vertex in G −Km
(respectively G−Kn).
(ii) If Km∩Kn 6= ∅, then z is adjacent to precisely one vertex in G− (Km∪
Kn).
By (L2), any vertex in Km (respectively Kn) is adjacent to at most one
vertex in G− (Km ∪Kn).
Suppose β(x) = m− t1 and β(y) = n− t2 where 0 ≤ t1, t2 ≤ 2.
Suppose t1 = 0. Then t2 ≤ 1 by (L4). Moreover y is not in Km (otherwise,
by (L3), x∗ is in K∗n, a contradiction). Since β
∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y),
by (L3), we see that Km has m neighboring cliques and that Kn has n − t2
neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques) containing y if y is in Kn.
Suppose t1 = 1. Then 0 ≤ t2 ≤ 2. The case t2 = 0 is similar to the
preceding case. So assume that 1 ≤ t2 ≤ 2. If t2 = 1, then x and y are in
Km∪Kn. However, x and y must be in different large cliques (otherwiseK∗m∩K∗n
contains x∗ or y∗, a contradiction because K(G) ∼= G). Since β∗(x∗) = β(x) and
β∗(y∗) = β(y), by (L3), we see thatKm (respectivelyKn) hasm−1 (respectively
n− 1) neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques) containing z where
z ∈ {x, y}.
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If t2 = 2, then y is in Km ∩Kn. By (L3), x∗ and y∗ are both contained in
K∗n. It follows that x is in Kn. Since β
∗(x∗) = β(x) and β∗(y∗) = β(y), by (L3),
we see that Km has m− 1 neighboring cliques other than those (small cliques)
containing y while Kn has n − 2 neighboring cliques other than those (small
cliques) containing x or y.
Suppose t1 = 2. Then 1 ≤ t2 ≤ 2 by (L4). If t2 = 1, the situation is
similar to the preceding case. So assume that t2 = 2. Then Km ∩Kn = {x, y}.
Consequently, β(x) = m − 2 = β∗(x∗) and β(y) = n − 2 = β∗(y∗) and Km
(respectively Kn) has m−2 (respectively n−2) neighboring small cliques other
those (small cliques) containing x and y.
This completes the proof. 2
(L6) Let w be a vertex of G and w is not in Km ∪Kn ∪ {x, y}. Then w is
of degree 2 in G.
Suppose w is of degree l in G. Then there are l small cliques containing w.
These l cliques give rise to a clique of size l in K(G). Since G ∈ G(m,n), it
must be the case that l ≤ 2. Clearly l 6= 0 because G is connected.
If l = 1, then there is a broken pure path P of length α ≥ 1 connecting w
and a vertex z in Km ∪Kn ∪ {x, y}.
(i) If z = x (respectively z = y), then the action of ϕ on G sends the path
P to a broken pure path P ∗ of length α − 1 in K(G) with one of its ends in
K∗m (respectively K
∗
n). Now, G
∼= K(G) implies that there is also a broken pure
path P1 of length α− 1 in G with one of its ends in Km (respectively Kn).
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(ii) If z is some vertex on Km (respectively Kn), then the action of ϕ on G
sends the path P to a broken pure path P ∗ of length α in K(G) where one of its
ends is x∗ (respectively y∗) by (L3). Again, G ∼= K(G) implies that there is also
a broken pure path P2 of length α in G where one of its ends is x (respectively
y).
Repeat the same argument to P1 and P2 (by combining the observations
(i) and (ii)), in a finite number of steps, we arrive at a contradiction: either
G 6∼= K(G) or else Km ∪ Kn contains a vertex not adjacent to any vertex in
G− (Km ∪Kn), which by (L5), is impossible. 2
Let the vertices of Km and Kn be denoted x1, x2, . . . , xm and y1, y2, . . . , yn
respectively. Also, let V (Qi) = {x, ui} where i = 1, . . . , β(x) and V (Rj) =
{y, vj} where j = 1, . . . , β(y). Note that ui and uj (respectively vi and vj) are
not adjacent if i 6= j. We have the following observations.
(C1) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and uj (respectively vi and
vj), i 6= j, then this pure path yields a cycle C of length at least 4 overlapping
at x (respectively y). Under the action of ϕ, the cycle C is sent to the cycle
C∗ of the same length (in K(G)) overlapping with K∗m (respectively K
∗
n) at the
edge QiQj (respectively RiRj). Since G ∼= K(G), this implies that in G, there
is also a cycle C ′ of the same length overlapping with Km (respectively Kn) at
the edge xhxl (respectively yhyl) for some h 6= l.
Conversely, if there is a pure path in G connecting xh and xl (respectively
yh and yl), h 6= l, then this pure path yields a cycle C ′ of length at least 4
overlapping with Km (respectively Kn) at xhxl (respectively yhyl). The action
of ϕ on C ′ shows that there is also a cycle C of the same length overlapping at
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the vertex x (respectively y) (by (L3)).
Suppose there are t1 (respectively t2) such cycles overlapping at x (respec-
tively y). Then t1, t2 ≥ 0. Let t = (t1, t2).
(C2) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and vj, then this pure path
yields a pure path F with x and y as its ends and passing through ui and vj.
Suppose the length of F is f . Under the action of ϕ, F is sent to a pure path
F ∗ of length f − 1 in K(G) with Qi and Rj as its ends. Since G ∼= K(G), this
implies that there is also a pure path F ′ of length f − 1 in G with xh and yl as
its ends for some some h and l.
Conversely, if there is a pure path F ′ in G of length f ′ with xh and yl as
its ends for some h and l, then the action of ϕ on F ′ shows that there is also a
pure path F in G of length f ′+1 with x and y as its ends and passing through
the vertices ui and vj for some i and j. (See (L5).)
Suppose there are q such pure paths F . Then q ≥ 0. Note that if some such
pure path has length one, then all other such paths must have length at least
3.
(C3) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and yj (respectively vi and
xj), then this yields a pure path P of length f (≥ 1) with x and yj (respectively
y and xj) as its ends and passing through ui (respectively vi). Under the action
of ϕ, P is sent to a pure path P ∗ of length f in K(G) with Qi and ϕ(Kn)
(which is y∗ by (L3)) (respectively Ri and ϕ(Km) (which is x∗ by (L3))) as its
ends. Since G ∼= K(G), this implies that there is also a pure path P ′ of length
f in G with y and xh (respectively x and yh) as its ends and passing through
vl (respectively ul) for some h and l. (See (L5)).
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Suppose there are r such pure paths. Then r ≥ 0.
(C4) If there is a pure path in G connecting ui and xj (respectively vi and
yj), then this yields a pure path P1 of length f1 with x and xj (respectively P2
of length f2 with y and yj) as its ends and passing through ui (respectively vi).
Under the action ϕ, P1 (respectively P2) is sent to a pure path P
∗
1 of length
f1 (respectively P
∗
2 of length f2) with Qi and ϕ(Km) (which is x
∗ (by (L3)))
(respectively Ri and ϕ(Kn) (which is y
∗ (by (L3))) as its ends. (See (L5).)
Suppose there are s1 (respectively s2) such pure paths. Then s1, s2 ≥ 0.
Note that, for each si, there is at most one such pure path having length equal
to one. Let s = (s1, s2).
We shall now finish the proof for Theorem 1 by considering all the possible
cases on β(x) and β(y) where m− 2 ≤ β(x) ≤ m and n− 2 ≤ β(y) ≤ n.
Note that, by (L6) and since G is connected, every vertex not in Km ∪Kn ∪
{x, y} belongs to a pure path of one of the kinds considered above.
Note that, by (L4), if β(x) = m−2, then β(y) ≤ n−1 and that if β(y) = n−2,
then β(x) ≤ m− 1.
In each of the following cases, we make use of (L4), (L5) and the observations
(C1) – (C4) to draw the conclusion of Theorem 1.
(I) β(x) = m− 2 and β(y) = n− 2.
In this case, x and y are both in Km∩Kn. Consequently, Km∩Kn = {x, y}.
Moreover, any pure path connecting x and y, x and the xi’s, x and the yi’s, y
and the xi’s, y and the yi’s must be of length at least 3. Also, any pure path
connecting the xi’s and the yj’s must be of length at least 2 (see (C2)). It follows
that G ∈ G6(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m − 2
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and q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 2.
(II) β(x) = m− 2 and β(y) = n− 1.
Then x is in Km ∩ Kn and y is in Km ∪ Kn. Since ϕ(Km) = x∗ and
ϕ(Kn) = y
∗ (by (L3)), x∗ and y∗ are both contained in K∗m. It follows that y
is in Km. Hence, any pure path connecting x and y, x and the xi’s, x and the
yi’s, y and the xi’s must be of length at least 3. Also, any pure path connecting
the xi’s and the yj’s must be of length at least 2 (see (C2)). Moreover, any
pure path connecting y and the yj’s must be of length at least 2. It follows that
G ∈ G3(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m − 2 and
q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 1.
In the event that β(x) = m− 1 and β(y) = n− 2, then y is in Km ∩Kn and
it follows in a similar argument that x is in Kn. This would eventually give rise
to a graph G which is isomorphic to one in G3(q, r; s, t).
(III) β(x) = m− 1 and β(y) = n− 1.
Then x and y are in Km ∪Kn. Suppose x and y are contained only in the
same large clique, say Km. (The case that x and y are in Kn is similar.) By
(L3), x∗ is in K∗m ∩ K∗n, a contradiction because K(G) ∼= G. Hence either (i)
x is in Km and y is in Kn or else (ii) x is in Kn and y is in Km. If there is
a pure path of length one connecting x and y, then by (C2), some vertex xi
coincides with some vertex yj (to become a single vertex xi say). But then xyxi
is a triangle in G which is contained neither in Km nor in Kn, a contradiction.
Hence any pure path connecting x and y must be of length at least 2 in either
case.
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(i) In this subcase, any pure path connecting x and the xi’s, y and the
yi’s must be of length at least 3. Moreover, if there is a pure path connecting
x and some vertex yj of length one (and hence one that connects y and some
vertex xj by (C3)), then all other such pure paths (if they exist) must be of
length at least 2. It follows that G ∈ G4(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2),
q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m − 1, q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n − 1 and q + r ≥ 1 (since G is
connected).
(ii) In this subcase, any pure path connecting x and the yi’s, y and the
xi’s must be of length at least 3. Moreover, if there is a pure path connecting
x and some vertex xj of length one (respectively y and some vertex yj), then
all other such pure paths (if they exist) must be of length at least 2. It follows
that G ∈ G5(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m − 1,
q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n− 1 and q + r ≥ 1 (since G is connected).
(IV) β(x) = m− 1 and β(y) = n.
Then y is not in Km∪Kn and x is in Km (otherwise x is in Kn and by (L3),
y∗ is contained in K∗m, a contradiction because K(G) ∼= G). As such, any pure
path connecting x and the xi’s must be of length at least 3. Also, if there are
pure paths connecting y and the yi’s, then at most one of them is of length one.
If there is a pure path connecting x and y of length one, then all other pure
paths connecting x and y must be of length at least 3. Moreover, since some
vertex from Km coincides with some vertex from Kn in this case, any pure path
connecting y and the xi’s (and hence any pure path connecting x and the yi’s
by (C3)) must be of length at least 2.
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If any pure path connecting x and y is of length at least 2, then any pure
path connecting y and the xi’s (and hence any pure path connecting x and the
yi’s by (C3)) must be of length at least 2 with at most one exception.
It follows that G ∈ G2(q, r; s, t) where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q + r + s1 +
2t1 = m− 1, q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n and q + r ≥ 1 (since G is connected).
In the event that β(x) = m and β(y) = n− 1, then x is not in Km ∪Kn and
it follows in a similar argument that y is in Kn. This would eventually give rise
to a graph G which is isomorphic to one in G2(q, r; s, t).
(V) β(x) = m and β(y) = n.
Then neither x nor y is in Km∪Kn. If there is a pure path connecting x and
y of length one, then all other such pure paths must be of length at least 3. Note
also that, any pure path connecting x and the xi’s (respectively y and the yi’s)
must be of length at least 2 with at most one exception. Also, any pure path
connecting x and the yi’s (and hence that connecting y and the xi’s) must be
of length at least 2 with at most one exception. It follows that G ∈ G1(q, r; s, t)
where s = (s1, s2), t = (t1, t2), q + r + s1 + 2t1 = m, q + r + s2 + 2t2 = n and
q + r ≥ 1 if s1 + s2 6= 0 (since G is connected). In the event that s1 = 0 = s2,
then q, r ≥ 1.
This completes the proof. 2
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Chapter 5
On Self-clique Graphs All of
Whose Cliques Have Equal Size
5.1 Introduction
This chapter follows in the similar vein of thought by confining the attention
on those self-clique graphs whose clique sizes are uniform.
Let G(k) denote the set of all connected self-clique graphs where each clique
is of size k. In the present section, we determine all graphs in G(2) (Theo-
rem 5.1). In the next section, while unable to determine all graphs in G(3),
we turn to determine all those in G(3) which are 4-regular (Corollary 5.3) and
all those in which the degree of any vertex is at most 4 (Theorem 5.3). In the
subsequent sections, we show the existences of 5-regular graphs and 6-regular
graphs in G(3) by constructions (Propositions 5.2 and 5.3). In the final section,
we examine the existence of a graph in G(3) whose set of vertices admits two
degrees r and s where 2 ≤ r < s ≤ 6. It is shown that, with the exceptions of
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s = 6 and r ∈ {2, 5}, such graphs do not exist in G(3) unless r = 4 and s = 5
(Propositions 5.4 to 5.7).
Recall that Kn, Cn and Pn are a complete graph, a cycle and a path on n
vertices respectively.
Suppose G ∈ G(2). In [17], Escalante showed that, if G is finite, then G is
the cycle Cn for some n ≥ 4. Theorem 5.1 includes the case where G is infinite.
e e e e e e q q q
e e e e e eqqq q q q
Figure 5.1: Two infinite self-clique graphs
Theorem 5.1 A graph is in G(2) if and only if it is either the cycle Cn with
n ≥ 4 or else one of the infinite paths of Figure 5.1.
Proof: The sufficiency is clear. We prove the necessity part.
Suppose G ∈ G(2). Let x ∈ V (G). Since G is self-clique, d(x) ≤ 2; otherwise
K(G) contains a clique of size larger than 2. Moreover, if d(x) = 2, we note
that the subgraph induced by the neighbors of x consists of two isolated vertices
(because every clique in G is of size 2).
Suppose every vertex in G is of degree 2. Then it follows that, in this case,
either G is finite and G is Cn for some n ≥ 4, or else G is infinite and G is the
both way infinite path of Figure 5.1.
Now, suppose G contains an end vertex v. Then G is infinite for otherwise
|V (K(G))| < |V (G)| which is impossible because G is self-clique. This implies
that G is the one way infinite path of Figure 5.1 .
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This completes the proof. 2
5.2 4-regular graphs in G(3) and beyond
Lemma 5.1 Let G ∈ G(3). Then any edge in G is contained in at most two
cliques of G.
Proof: If there is an edge uv of G which is contained in s cliques of G, then
these s cliques will give rise to a Ks in K(G). Since G ∈ G(3), we must have
s ≤ 3.
Suppose s = 3. Then these three cliques give rise to an induced subgraph
H in G consisting of three triangles overlapping at the common edge uv. Since
G is self-clique, K(G) must also contain an induced subgraph isomorphic to H.
Let U, V and Qi, i = 1, 2, 3 be some cliques of G which form an induced
subgraph H∗ of K(G) isomorphic to H. Assume further that U ∪ V ∪ Qi,
i = 1, 2, 3 are three cliques in K(G) that have UV as the common edge in the
subgraph H∗.
Since U ∩ Qi 6= ∅, and the Qi’s are pairwise disjoint in G, we may assume
that U = {x1, x2, x3} and that Qi = {xi, wi, zi}, i = 1, 2, 3. Now assume that
V = {y1, y2, y3}. There are two cases to consider.
Case (i): |U ∩ V | = 2
In this case, assume that x1 = y1 and x2 = y2. Since Q3 ∩ V 6= ∅, we see
that either y3 = w3 or y3 = z3 (because x3 6∈ V and x1, x2 6∈ Q3). In either
case, we have y3 adjacent to x3 which means that {x1, x2, x3, y3} is a K4 in G,
a contradiction.
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Case (ii): |U ∩ V | = 1
In this case, assume that x1 = y1. Since Qi ∩ V 6= ∅, for i = 2, 3, we may
assume that yi = wi. But this means that w2 and w3 are both adjacent to
x1 in G so that Ri = {x1, xi, wi}, i = 2, 3, U and V are four cliques in G all
with the common vertex x1. This yields a K4 in K(G), a contradiction because
K(G) ∼= G.
This completes the proof. 2
Proposition 5.1 Suppose G ∈ G(k) where k ≥ 2. Then for any vertex x ∈
V (G), we have k − 1 ≤ d(x) ≤ k(k − 1).
Proof: It is clear that d(x) ≥ k − 1 since each clique in G is of size k.
Since G is self-clique, at each vertex x, there are at most k cliques containing
x. Hence the degree of x is at most k(k − 1). 2
Theorem 5.2 Suppose G ∈ G(3) and let x be a vertex of degree r in G. Then
G[N(x)] is
(i) Pr if 2 ≤ r ≤ 4,
(ii) P2 ∪ P3 if r = 5 and
(iii) 3P2 if r = 6.
Proof: Let Q1, . . . , Qt denote the set of cliques in G containing the vertex x.
Then clearly, 1 ≤ t ≤ 3 because these t cliques form a complete subgraph Kt in
K(G). Consequently, we have
(O1) G[N(x)] contains at most 3 edges because each edge in G[N(x)],
together with the vertex x, induce a clique of size 3 in G.
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Also, since G contains neither cliques of size 2 nor cliques of size 4, we have
(O2) G[N(x)] contains neither isolated vertices nor triangles.
These two observations immediately imply that G[N(x)] is Pr if 2 ≤ r ≤ 3.
Suppose r = 4. If G[N(x)] is disconnected, then G[N(x)] ∼= 2P2 by (O2).
In this case, t = 2 and Q1 and Q2 are such that Q1Q2 forms a clique of size 2
in K(G) which is impossible because K(G) ∼= G. Hence G[N(x)] is connected.
By (O1) and (O2), G[N(x)] is a tree on 4 vertices. If G[N(x)] contains a
vertex v of degree 3, then the edge xv is contained in the three cliques Q1, Q2
and Q3, a contradiction to Lemma 5.1. Hence G[N(x)] ∼= P4. This proves (i).
Applying observations (O1) and (O2) to the cases r = 5 and r = 6 lead to
the conclusions (ii) and (iii). 2
An immediate consequence to the above theorem is the following.
Corollary 5.1 Suppose G ∈ G(3) and G is 4-regular. Then for any vertex
x ∈ V (G), G[N(x)] is the path on 4 vertices.
Corollary 5.2 If there is an r-regular graph in G(3), then r ≥ 4.
Proof: Let G be an r-regular graph in G(3). Clearly, r ≥ 3.
Suppose r = 3. Let x be a vertex of degree 3 in G. By Theorem 5.2(i), we
may assume that x1x2x3 is the path on 3 vertices inG[N(x)]. By Theorem 5.2(i),
we may assume that G[N(x1)] is the path xx2y for some vertex y ∈ V (G) where
y 6= {x, x1, x2, x3}. But then this means that d(x2) ≥ 4, a contradiction. Hence
r ≥ 4. 2
Let G be a graph. Recall that Gk is the k-th power of G . Let Zn =
{0, 1, . . . , n− 1} and let Z denote the set of all integers.
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Figure 5.2: Two more infinite self-clique graphs
Theorem 5.3 Let G be a graph with no vertices of degree 5 or 6. Then G ∈
G(3) if and only if G is either the graph C2n for some n ≥ 7 or else one of the
infinite graphs J1 or J2 of Figure 5.2.
Proof: The sufficiency is by direct verification. We now prove the necessity
part.
First, we consider the case where G is 4-regular.
Note that the graph C2n has vertex-set given by Zn and edge-set given by
{i(i+ 1), i(i+ 2) | i ∈ Zn} with operations reduced modulo n.
Also, note that the both way infinite graph J2 of Figure 5.2 has vertex-set
given by Z, and edge-set given by {i(i+ 1), i(i+ 2) | i ∈ Z}.
For any vertex x in G, let N [x] := N(x)∪ {x}. With this notation, we note
that, for any vertex i in the graph C2n or J2,
(i) N [i] = {i− 2, i− 1, i, i+ 1, i+ 2} and that
(ii) G[N(i)] is the path (i− 2)(i− 1)(i+ 1)(i+ 2) on 4 vertices.
To finish the proof for this case, we just need to show that for any 4-regular
graph G ∈ G(3), the vertex-set of G can be identified with that of C2n or that
of J2 such that, for any vertex i in G, N [i] is the same set given as in (i) above
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and G[N(i)] is the path on 4 vertices given as in (ii) above.
Now, by Corollary 5.1, for any vertex x in G, G[N(x)] is a path on 4 vertices.
We may label the vertex x as j, for some integer j, and all its neighbors as
j−2, j−1, j+1, j+2 so that (j−2)(j−1)(j+1)(j+2) is a path on 4 vertices.
Consider the neighbors for j+1. Since G is 4-regular, we see that N(j+1) =
{j − 1, j, j + 2, u} for some vertex u ∈ V (G). By Corollary 5.1, G[N(j + 1)]
is a path on 4 vertices and hence u is adjacent to j − 1 or j + 2 in G. If
u is adjacent to j − 1, then {j − 1, j + 1, u} is a clique of G. This clique,
together with G[N [j]], form a K4 in K(G). This is a contradiction because
K(G) ∼= G. Hence u is adjacent to j + 2. We may label the vertex u as j + 3
so that N [j+1] = {j− 1, j, j +1, j +2, j +3} and that G[N(j+1)] is the path
(j − 1)(j)(j + 2)(j + 3) on 4 vertices which take the forms (i) and (ii) above
respectively.
The above process can be continued. If G is finite, then we should eventually
arrive at G ∼= C2n for some integer n ≥ 7. If G is not finite, repeating the above
process at both the vertices j − k and j + k for each integer k, we should
eventually arrive at G ∼= J2.
Now, consider the case where G is not 4-regular. By Proposition 5.1, G
contains vertices of degree 2, 3 or 4.
Suppose G contains a vertex x1 of degree 2 and let N(x1) = {x2, x3}. By
Theorem 5.2(i), Q1 = {x1, x2, x3} is a clique of G, and further, d(x2) ≥ 3 and
d(x3) ≥ 3.
If d(x2) = 3 = d(x3), then, by Theorem 5.2(i) again, G is isomorphic to the
graph obtained from K4 by deleting an edge. But this means that K(G) 6∼= G,
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a contradiction.
Hence assume that d(x3) = 4. Further, let N(x3) = {x1, x2, x4, x5} so that
x1x2x4x5 is a path of length 4 and that Qi = {xi, xi+1, xi+2} is a clique of G for
each i = 2, 3, by Theorem 5.2(i).
If d(x2) = 4, then by Theorem 5.2(i), G[N(x2)] is the path x1x3x4z, for some
vertex z ∈ V (G), z 6= xi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and {x2, x4, z} is a clique of G. But, on
taking the clique graph of G, we see that K(G) contains a K4 which is absurd
since K(G) ∼= G. Hence d(x2) = 3.
Now, if d(x4) = 3, then d(x5) = 2 and we have a contradiction because
K(G) ∼= K3 6∼= G. Hence d(x4) = 4.
By Theorem 5.2(i), G[N(x4)] is the path x2x3x5x6 for some vertex x6 ∈ V (G)
and x6 6= xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , 5 so that Q4 = {x4, x5, x6} is a clique of G.
Now, if d(x5) = 3, then d(x6) = 2 and we have a contradiction because
K(G) 6∼= G. Hence d(x5) = 4.
Repeat the similar argument as before to the vertex xk successively, for each
k ≥ 5 where xk is adjacent to xk−1 and xk+1 (and by noting that G[N(xk)] is
a path on 4 vetices in G), we see that G is an infinite graph isomorphic to the
graph J1 (shown in Figure 5.2).
Suppose G contains a vertex of degree 3. The preceding discussion implies
that if G contains a vertex of degree 2, then G ∼= J1. Hence we may assume
that G contains no vertices of degree 2. In this case, G contains only vertices
of degree 3 or 4. By Proposition 5.6, G is not in G(3).
This completes the proof. 2
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Corollary 5.3 Suppose G is a 4-regular graph. Then G ∈ G(3) if and only if G
is either the graph C2n for some n ≥ 7 or else the infinite graph J2 of Figure 5.2.
5.3 5-regular graphs in G(3)
In this section, we show the existence of 5-regular graphs in G(3) by construc-
tion.
Definition 5.1 Let m, n ≥ 2 be two integers. Let L(m,n) denote the
graph whose vertex-set is the set of ordered pairs (i, j) where
i ≡ j (mod 2), i ∈ Z4m and j ∈ Z4n and whose edge-set is E1 ∪ E2 where
E1 = {(i, j)(k, l) | i, k ∈ Z4m, j, l ∈ Z4n, |i − k| = 1 = |j − l|} and E2 =
{(2i, 2j)(2i+2, 2j), (2i+1, 2j+1)(2i+1, 2j+3) | i, k ∈ Z2m, j, l ∈ Z2n i+j ≡ 1
(mod 2)}. Here, the operations on the first (respectively second) index are re-
duced modulo 4m (respectively modulo 4n).
The above definition gives a graph whose set of vertices is finite. We may
allow the second index to be any integer and obtain an infinite graph.
Definition 5.2 Let m ≥ 2 be an integer. Let L(m) denote the graph whose
vertex-set is the set of ordered pairs (i, j) where i ≡ j (mod 2), i ∈ Z4m
and j ∈ Z and whose edge-set is E1 ∪ E2 where E1 = {(i, j)(k, l) | i, k ∈ Z4m,
j, l ∈ Z, |i−k| = 1 = |j− l|} and E2 = {(2i, 2j)(2i+2, 2j), (2i+1, 2j+1)(2i+
1, 2j + 3) | i ∈ Z2m, j ∈ Z, i+ j ≡ 1 (mod 2)}. Here, the operations on the
first index are reduced modulo 4m.
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Figure 5.3 shows a toroidal drawing of the graph L(2, 2). It is routine to
verify that L(2, 2) is a 5-regular self-clique graph all of whose cliques have size
equal to 3. More generally, we have the following result.
-
-
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Figure 5.3: The graph L(2, 2) drawn on the torus
Proposition 5.2 For each m,n ≥ 2, the graphs L(m,n) and L(m) are 5-
regular and are both in G(3).
Proof: Let G be the graph L(m,n) or L(m).
Let Q be a clique in G. Then Q is one of the following four types.
(i) (a+ 1, b− 1)(a, b)(a+ 1, b+ 1), a even,
(ii) (a− 1, b− 1)(a, b)(a− 1, b+ 1), a even,
(iii) (a− 1, b+ 1)(a, b)(a+ 1, b+ 1), a odd, and
(iv) (a− 1, b− 1)(a, b)(a+ 1, b− 1), a odd.
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Let ϕ be a mapping from V (K(G)) to V (G) defined by
ϕ(Q) = (a+ 2, b).
Then it is readily checked that ϕ is an isomorphism from K(G) onto G. 2
By allowing the first index of the vertex-set of L(m) to include any integers,
we obtain another infinite 5-regular graph which is in G(3). Denote this graph
by L. Its formal definition is given below.
Definition 5.3 Let L denote the graph whose vertex-set is the set of ordered
pairs (i, j) where i ≡ j (mod 2), and i, j ∈ Z and whose edge-set is E1 ∪
E2 where E1 = {(i, j)(k, l) | i, j, k, l ∈ Z, |i − k| = 1 = |k − l|} and E2 =
{(2i, 2j)(2i + 2, 2j), (2i + 1, 2j + 1)(2i + 1, 2j + 3) | i, j, k, l ∈ Z, i + j ≡ 1
(mod 2)}.
5.4 6-regular graphs in G(3)
In this section, we show the existence of 6-regular graphs in G(3) by construc-
tion. Let An = {i ∈ Zn | i 6≡ 0 (mod 4)}.
Definition 5.4 Let n ≥ 4 be an integer. Let M(n) denote the graph whose
vertex-set is V1 ∪ V2 and whose edge-set is E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ E4 where
(i) V1 = {(i, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z2n, i ≡ j (mod 2)}
V2 = {x2i+1 | i ∈ Zn}.
(ii) E1 = {(i, j)(k, l) | i, k ∈ A12, j, l ∈ Z2n, |i− k| = 1 = |j − l|}
E2 = {(i, j)(i, j + 2), (i, j)xj | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z2n, i, j ≡ 1 (mod 2)}
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E3 = {(i, j)(i+2, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z2n, i ≡ 3 (mod 4), j ≡ 1 (mod 2)}
E4 = {(i, j)(i+ 4, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z2n, i, j ≡ 0 (mod 2)}
Here, the operations on the first (respectively second) index are reduced modulo
12 (respectively modulo 2n).
The above definition gives a graph whose set of vertices is finite. We may
allow the second index to be any integer and obtain an infinite graph.
Definition 5.5 Let M denote the graph whose vertex-set is V1 ∪ V2 and whose
edge-set is E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E3 ∪ E4 where
(i) V1 = {(i, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z, i ≡ j (mod 2)}
V2 = {x2i+1 | i ∈ Z}.
(ii) E1 = {(i, j)(k, l) | i, k ∈ A12, j, l ∈ Z, |i− k| = 1 = |j − l|}
E2 = {(i, j)(i, j + 2), (i, j)xj | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z, i, j ≡ 1 (mod 2)}
E3 = {(i, j)(i+ 2, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z, i ≡ 3 (mod 4), j ≡ 1 (mod 2)}
E4 = {(i, j)(i+ 4, j) | i ∈ A12, j ∈ Z, i, j ≡ 0 (mod 2)}
Here, the operations on the first index are reduced modulo 12.
Figure 5.4 shows a toroidal drawing of the graph M(4). It is routine to
verify that M(4) is a 6-regular self-clique graph all of whose cliques have size
equal to 3. More generally, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.3 For each n ≥ 4, the graphs M(n) and M are 6-regular and
are both in G(3).
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Figure 5.4: The graph M(4) drawn on the torus
Proof: Let G be the graph M(n) or M .
Let Q be a clique in G. Then Q is one of the following four types.
(i) (a− 1, b− 1)(a, b)(a− 1, b+ 1),
(ii) (a+ 1, b− 1)(a, b)(a+ 1, b+ 1),
(iii) (a− 4, b)(a, b)(a+ 4, b),
(iv) (a, b)(a+ 2, b)xb,
where a ≡ 2 (mod 4), b ≡ 0 (mod 2) for (i), (ii), (iii) and a ≡ 3 (mod 4),
b ≡ 1 (mod 2) for (iv).
Let ϕ be a mapping from V (K(G)) to V (G) defined by
ϕ(Q) =

(a+ 1, b+ 1) if Q is type (i)
(a+ 3, b+ 1) if Q is type (ii)
xb+1 if Q is type (iii)
(a+ 3, b+ 1) if Q is type (iv)
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Then it is readily checked that ϕ is an isomorphism from K(G) onto G. 2
5.5 (r, s)-regular graphs in G(3)
In this section, we shall investigate the existence of graphs in G(3) whose vertices
are of mixed degrees. By Proposition 5.1, if G ∈ G(3), then 2 ≤ d(x) ≤ 6 for
any vertex x in G. The more interesting case seems to be those graphs in G(3)
which are almost regular in the sense that, for every vertex x in G, d(x) = r or
d(x) = s for some given r and s with 2 ≤ r < s ≤ 6.
Definition 5.6 Let S ⊆ Zn and let G be a graph. Then G is said to be of
type-S if for every r ∈ S, there is a vertex x such that d(x) = r. In the event
that S = {r}, then G is called an r-regular graph. If S = {r, s}, then G is called
an (r, s)-regular graph.
Of course, one could also investigate those graphs in G(3) which are of type-S
where 3 ≤ |S| ≤ 6 but we feel that this could be done elsewhere.
Lemma 5.2 Let x be a vertex of degree 2 in a (2, s)-regular graph G ∈ G(3),
where 3 ≤ s ≤ 6. Then x is adjacent to another vertex of degree 2 in G.
Proof: Let N(x) = {x1, x2}. By Theorem 5.2(i), Q = {x, x1, x2} is a clique of
G.
Suppose d(x1) = s = d(x2) and let N(x1) = {x, x2, y1, . . . , ys−2} and let
N(x2) = {x, x1, z1, . . . , zs−2}.
Suppose 3 ≤ s ≤ 4. Since G[N(x1)] and G[N(x2)] are both a path on s
vertices, by Theorem 5.2(i), we may assume that y1 = z1 so that {x1, x2, y1} is a
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clique of G, and in addition, if s = 4, then so are {x1, y1, ys−2} and {x2, y1, zs−2}.
Now, by taking the clique graph of G, we see that, if s = 3, then Q is a vertex
of degree 1 in K(G), while if s = 4, then K(G) contains a K4. Either case is a
contradiction since K(G) ∼= G.
Suppose 5 ≤ s ≤ 6. By Theorem 5.2(ii) and (iii), each of G[N(x1)] and
G[N(x2)] is a union of paths. Moreover, if t = |{y1, . . . , ys−2} ∩ {z1, . . . , zs−2}|,
then t ≤ 1.
Note that, if s = 6, then t = 0 and that if s = 5, then either t = 0 or t = 1.
If t = 0, then {x1, y1, y2}, {x1, ys−3, ys−2}, {x2, z1, z2} and {x2, zs−3, zs−2}
are cliques of G, each has a non-empty intersection with Q so that Q is a vertex
of degree 4 in K(G).
If t = 1, we may take y1 = z1 so that {x1, y1, x2}, {x1, y2, y3} and {x2, z2, z3}
are cliques of G so that Q is a vertex of degree 3 in K(G).
In either case, we have a contradiction since K(G) ∼= G.
This completes the proof. 2
Proposition 5.4 There exist no (2, s)-regular graphs in G(3) for any 3 ≤ s ≤
5.
Proof: Suppose there is a (2, s)-regular graph G ∈ G(3). Let x be a vertex of
degree 2 in G and let N(x) = {y, z}. Then Q = {x, y, z} is a clique in G, by
Theorem 5.2(i).
By Lemma 5.2, we may assume that d(y) = 2 in G. Then, clearly d(z) = s
for some 3 ≤ s ≤ 6. Suppose N(z) = {x, y, y1, . . . , ys−2}.
By Theorem 5.2(i) and (ii), we have s 6∈ {3, 4}.
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Suppose s = 5. Then, by Theorem 5.2(ii), we may assume that y1y2y3 is a
path on 3 vertices in G[N(z)], so that Q1 = {z, y1, y2} and Q2 = {z, y2, y3} are
cliques of G.
Clearly, d(y2) = 5. Let N(y2) = {z, y1, y3, z1, z2} so that Q3 = {y2, z1, z2} is
a clique of G. By taking the clique graph of G, we see that the subgraph ofK(G)
induced by Q,Q1, Q2 and Q3 is such that Q is a vertex of degree 2 in K(G)
not adjacent to any vertex of degree 2 in K(G). This, however, contradicts
Lemma 5.2 because K(G) ∼= G. 2.
By using Lemma 5.2 and by following similar argument as in the proof of
Proposition 5.4, one could easily see that if G ∈ G(3) is (2, 6)-regular, then G
is an infinite graph.
Proposition 5.5 There exist no finite (2, 6)-regular graphs in G(3).
Proposition 5.6 There exist no (3, s)-regular graphs in G(3) for any 4 ≤ s ≤
6.
Proof: Let x be a vertex of degree 3 in a (3, s)-regular graph G ∈ G(3). Let
N(x) = {x1, x2, x3}. By Theorem 5.2(i), we may assume that x1x2x3 is the
path on 3 vertices in G[N(x)] so that Q1 = {x, x1, x2} and Q2 = {x, x2, x3} are
cliques of G.
If d(x2) = 3 in G, then this implies that Q1Q2 is a clique of size 2 in K(G).
But this is impossible because K(G) ∼= G. Hence d(x2) = s.
Let N(x2) = {x, x1, x3, y1, . . . , ys−3}.
Now, s 6= 6, by Theorem 5.2(iii), because G[N(x2)] contains a path on 3
vertices.
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Suppose s = 4. Since G[N(x2)] is a path on 4 vertices by Theorem 5.2(i),
y1 must be adjacent to x1, say. Then d(x3) must be either 3 or 4. Either case
leads to absurdity because G[N(x3)] is then either P3 or P4 which is impossible
because d(x) = 3 and d(x2) = 4.
Suppose s = 5. Then Q3 = {x2, y1, y2} is a clique of G. Moreover, d(x1) = 3
or 5. Let N(x1) = {x, x2, z1, . . . , zt} where t ∈ {1, 3}.
If t = 1, then z1 = yi for some i ∈ {1, 2} because G[N(x1)] ∼= P3 by
Theorem 5.2(i). But then Q1, Q2, Q3 and {x1, x2, yi} form a clique K4 in K(G)
which is impossible because K(G) ∼= G.
Hence t = 3. By Theorem 5.2(i), we may take z1z2z3 to be a path on 3
vertices in G[N(x1)] so that {x1, z1, z2} and {x1, z2, z3} are cliques in G. Taking
the clique graph of G, we see that Q1 is a vertex of degree 4 in K(G). But this
is impossible because K(G) ∼= G.
This completes the proof. 2
Figure 5.5 depicts two (4, 5)-regular graphs all of whose cliques are of size
3. They are both drawn on the torus. It is routine to check that these two
graphs are self-clique. These graphs can easily be extended to other (4, 5)-
regular graphs in G(3). Moreover there exist (4, 5)-regular graphs in G(3) which
do not resemble those shown in Figure 5.5.
Proposition 5.7 There exist (4, 5)-regular graphs in G(3).
Proposition 5.8 There exist no (4, 6)-regular graphs in G(3).
Proof: Let x be a vertex of degree 4 in a (4, 6)-regular graph G ∈ G(3). Let
N(x) = {x1, x2, x3, x4}. By Theorem 5.2(i), we may assume that x1x2x3x4 is
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Figure 5.5: Some (4, 5)-regular graphs in G(3) drawn on the torus
the path on 4 vertices in G[N(x)] so that Qi = {x, xi, xi+1} is a clique of G for
each i = 1, 2, 3.
Theorem 5.2(iii) implies that d(x2) = 4 = d(x3). Let N(x2) = {x, x1, x3, y1}
and N(x3) = {x, x2, x4, y2}. Then y1 6= y2, otherwise {x2, x3, y1} is a clique of
G which, together with Q1, Q2 and Q3, form a K4 in K(G) which is impossible
because K(G) ∼= G.
Hence y1 is adjacent to x1, and y2 is adjacent to x4. By Theorem 5.2(i)
and (iii), d(x1) = 4 = d(x4). This implies that there exist vertices z1, z2 ∈
V (G)− {x} such that xx2y1z1 and xx3y2z2 are paths on 4 vertices in G.
Applying Theorem 5.2(iii) to the vertices y1 and y2, and continue with similar
argument as before, we see that G is a 4-regular graph, a contradiction.
This completes the proof. 2
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SUMMARY
The purpose of this summary is to present our main results so that they
may be referred to with ease.
Chapter 4
Theorem 4.1 Let G be a connected graph whose clique size sequence is
(2, . . . , 2,m, n) where m,n ≥ 3. Then G is self-clique if and only if G ∈
Gi(q, r; s, t) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
Chapter 5
Proposition 5.1 Suppose G ∈ G(k) where k ≥ 2. Then for any vertex
x ∈ V (G), we have k − 1 ≤ d(x) ≤ k(k − 1).
Proposition 5.2 For each m,n ≥ 2, the graphs L(m,n) and L(m) are 5-
regular and are both in G(3).
Proposition 5.3 For each n ≥ 4, the graphs M(n) and M are 6-regular and
are both in G(3)
Proposition 5.4 There exist no (2, s)-regular graphs in G(3) for any 3 ≤
s ≤ 5.
Proposition 5.5 There exist no finite (2, 6)-regular graphs in G(3).
Proposition 5.6 There exist no (3, s)-regular graphs in G(3) for any 4 ≤
s ≤ 6.
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Proposition 5.7 There exist (4, 5)-regular graphs in G(3).
Proposition 5.8 There exist no (4, 6)-regular graphs in G(3).
Theorem 5.2 Suppose G ∈ G(3) and let x be a vertex of degree r in G. Then
G[N(x)] is
(i) Pr if 2 ≤ r ≤ 4,
(ii) P2 ∪ P3 if r = 5 and
(iii) 3P2 if r = 6.
Theorem 5.3 Let G be a graph with no vertices of degree 5 or 6. Then
G ∈ G(3) if and only if G is either the graph C2n for some n ≥ 7 or else one of
the infinite graphs J1 or J2 of Figure 5.2.
Corollary 5.1 Suppose G ∈ G(3) and G is 4-regular. Then for any vertex
x ∈ V (G), G[N(x)] is the path on 4 vertices.
Corollary 5.2 If there is an r-regular graph in G(3), then r ≥ 4.
Corollary 5.3 Suppose G is a 4-regular graph. Then G ∈ G(3) if and only
if G is either the graph C2n for some n ≥ 7 or else the infinite graph J2 of
Figure 5.2.
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Figure A.1: A general drawing of a graph in Gr,s
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Figure A.3: A general drawing of a graph in G1(q, r; s, t)
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Figure A.4: A general drawing of a graph in G2(q, r; s, t)
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Figure A.5: A general drawing of a graph in G3(q, r; s, t)
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Figure A.6: A general drawing of a graph in G4(q, r; s, t)
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Figure A.7: A general drawing of a graph in G5(q, r; s, t)
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Figure A.8: A general drawing of a graph in G6(q, r; s, t)
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